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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²
20566 Abdul Hafidh,Jamal    $19,500.00 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20567 Abeln,Timothy R    $59,434.39 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, ASOC TEACH
20568 Abraham,Omotola    $20,903.84 STLOU English PROF, AST
20569 Acquisto,Nick Anthony     $5,750.25 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCER SR
20570 Acsay,Peter    $83,690.68 STLOU History PROF, TEACH
20571 Adams,Audri Lynne    $39,761.30 STLOU Dean Honors Colege BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
20572 Adams,Chrisan Joseph    $22,794.33 STLOU University Campaign TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
20573 Adams,Kely    $61,153.81 STLOU Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST SR
20574 Adams,Mary Jo    $54,270.87 STLOU Alumni Acvies AST DIR ADVANCEMENT
20575 Adhikari,Badri    $99,737.64 STLOU Computer Science PROF, AST
20576 Aebel,Ian     $6,400.00 STLOU Economics INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20577 Agozzino,Alisa     $7,000.00 STLOU Communicaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20578 Ahl,Jonathan Thomas    $56,910.90 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
20579 Ahrndt,Shannon    $64,157.37 STLOU Communicaon PROF, ASOC TEACH
20580 Aites,Richard Wiliam    $44,688.25 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT
20581 Akin,Michael David    $34,704.01 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER
20582 Alba-Marshal,Candace Alicia    $33,440.24 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
20583 Alexander,Eboni Patrice    $23,112.15 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT I
20584 Alexander,Jennafer Marie Leone    $61,991.70 STLOU Center for Teaching & Learning AST DIR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
20585 Alexander,Jil Robin    $64,885.60 STLOU Communicaon PROF, ASOC TEACH
20586 Alard-Kropp,Manon    $49,834.64 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, AST TEACH
20587 Alen,April Grace    $58,775.92 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
20588 Alison,Jeanne Marie    $54,699.93 STLOU English PROF, ASOC TEACH
20589 Alison,Michael    $64,254.27 STLOU Economics PROF, TEACH
20590 Alison,Wendy Sue    $52,062.40 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
20591 Alman,Karen Louise    $41,466.92 STLOU COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR
20592 Alna Malory,Leslie Jane    $13,750.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20593 Alqerm,Ismail    $47,476.08 STLOU Computer Science POST DOCTORAL ASOC
20594 Altman,Maria Ann    $63,563.62 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR II
20595 Ames,Thomas B    $36,968.62 STLOU Office of Research Administrat ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
20596 Anand,Vijay    $133,887.52 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area PROF, ASOC
20597 Anderson,Catherine Theresa    $35,628.11 STLOU Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
20598 Anderson,Glen Michael    $55,055.42 STLOU Dept of Art & Design PROF, ASOC
20599 Anderson,Katelyn Jane    $10,146.64 STLOU Child Advocacy Center EVENT ASSISTANT SR
20600 Anderson,Megan Marie     $1,185.04 STLOU University Child Developmentl CHILD DEV AIDE
20601 Anderson,Paul B    $64,145.36 STLOU UMSL Police MGR I CSM OPERATIONS
20602 Anderson,Wiliam David     $4,000.00 STLOU Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20603 Anelo,Adam Colt     $1,100.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20604 Anthoney,Stephen Michael    $49,803.44 STLOU Infrastructure Services NETWORK ENGINEER-EXPERT
20605 Anthony,Janet V    $25,840.00 STLOU Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL
20606 Appleton,Polyana C    $49,063.91 STLOU Infrastructure Services NETWORK ENGINEER-SPECLST
20607 Aquino Tejeda,Darwin Omar    $51,924.76 STLOU Music PROF, AST
20608 Archer,Ashlea Elizabeth    $29,467.01 STLOU Academic IT Services OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
20609 Archer,Patricia E    $52,407.91 STLOU University Communicaons PRINT SERVICES SUPERVISOR
20610 Arnold,Kathryn    $12,300.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20611 Arrington,Michele Tiffany    $12,470.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20612 Arrowsmith,Elizabeth Jo    $41,818.92 STLOU Computer Educaon & Training INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER I
20613 Arshadi,Nasser    $234,075.95 STLOU Finance Area PROFESSOR
20614 Arya,Bindu    $205,428.16 STLOU Management Area PROF, ASOC
20615 Asher,Elen Mary    $38,343.28 STLOU Biology BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
20616 Athamanah,Lindsay    $58,879.50 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST
20617 Aubuchon,Kurt     $4,000.00 STLOU Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20618 Ausn,Anne    $53,196.71 STLOU Anthropology PROF, AST
20619 Ausn,Lorrie L    $49,475.37 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
20620 Ayers,Timothy    $39,168.20 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SERVICES ATTENDANT
20621 Bacca,Britne K.    $39,361.84 STLOU Student Enrichment/Achievement ACADEMIC ADVISOR
20622 Backus,James Gregory     $5,250.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
20623 Baer,Michael Richard     $1,985.50 STLOU Athlecs TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
20624 Bagwel,Stephen    $27,090.20 STLOU Polical Science PROF, AST
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²20623 Ber,Michael Richard     $1,985.0 STLOU Athlecs TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
20624 Bagwel,Stephen    $27,090.20 STLOU Polical Science PROF, AST
20625 Bahar,Sonya    $81,562.57 STLOU Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR
20626 Bahm,Kae Lyn    $31,840.00
STLOU Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL
STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST ADJUNCT
20627 Bahr,Michael W    $102,833.12 STLOU Dean Colege of Educaon DEAN, ASOC
20628 Bai,Mei    $73,232.78 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST
20629 Bailey Burch,Brendolyn    $90,696.98 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed SR RESRCH ASOC
20630 Bailey,Elizabeth Joanne    $25,288.22 STLOU University Child Developmentl CHILD DEV ASSOCIATE
20631 Baize,Emily Katherine    $64,499.17 STLOU Facilies Planning & Design CSM PROJECT MANAGER
20632 Baken,Mary Elizabeth     $3,900.00 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20633 Balcerzak,Phylis    $66,001.62 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST TEACH
20634 Baldus,Kimberly    $68,811.91 STLOU Dean Honors Colege DEAN, ASOC
20635 Baldwin,Brianna Jordan    $11,000.00 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20636 Baldwin,Kurt S    $69,832.12 STLOU Music PROFESSOR
20637 Bale,John Taylor     $6,190.14 STLOU Maintenance Operaons GROUNDSKEEPER I
20638 Balestreri,Teresa A    $75,613.87 STLOU Career Services DIR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
20639 Balenot,Joshua S    $44,765.53 STLOU Infrastructure Services NETWORK ENGINEER-ENTRY
20640 Balogh,Maria Teresa    $46,426.76 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, TEACH
20641 Banken,Amy Elizabeth    $43,667.04 STLOU Graduate School PRGM MGR I STUDNT SUPPRT SVCS
20642 Banks Jr,Moses    $27,540.35 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
20643 Banks,Devin Elizabeth    $35,757.45 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, AST
20644 Banks,Mahew     $4,510.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20645 Baragiola,Marn John    $41,475.07 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
20646 Baricevic,Mar L     $7,999.98 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST ADJUNCT
20647 Barnidge,Joan M.    $48,912.68 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
20648 Barnum,Margaret Mary    $42,926.04 STLOU Dean of Arts & Sciences EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
20649 Barre IV,Robert Percival    $48,184.80 STLOU ITS Operaons SFTWARE SUPPRT ANALYST-SPECLST
20650 Barrier,Michele Renee    $64,633.66 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
20651 Barry,Wiliam B    $35,271.50 STLOU Computer Educaon & Training INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20652 Barton,Lawrence     $4,999.92 STLOU Chemistry EMERITUS
20653 Bartoni,Karen Marie    $51,970.34 STLOU MIMH-Administraon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
20654 Bartzel,Jamie Lynn    $37,615.87 STLOU Graduate Related Acvies OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT SR
20655 Bashkin,James K    $91,396.48 STLOU Chemistry PROFESSOR
20656 Bassi,Carl Joseph    $136,518.24 STLOU Colege of Optometry CURATORS DISTINGUISHED TEAC P
20657 Bate,Michael John    $50,384.20 STLOU Infrastructure Services SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
20658 Bateman,Susan Yvonne    $50,162.94 STLOU Admissions ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
20659 Bauer,Eike    $76,830.52 STLOU Chemistry PROF, ASOC
20660 Baumgarden,Kely Ann    $16,128.43 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
20661 Bean,Evee De'Jon    $51,296.49 STLOU Child Advocacy Center COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
20662 Beay,Alicia Marie    $73,544.88 STLOU Chemistry PROFESSOR
20663 Beauregard,Julie Wynne    $59,201.56 STLOU Music PROF, AST
20664 Becerra,Kevin J     $2,100.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20665 Beck,Dave Michael     $2,166.00 STLOU Athlecs TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
20666 Bednar,Kiley Lynn    $76,066.00 STLOU Community Innov & Acon Ctr SR DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
20667 Behle,Michael Joseph    $52,572.60 STLOU Dept of Art & Design PROF, ASOC TEACH
20668 Belden,Andrew Curry    $84,714.18 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROF, ASOC RESRCH
20669 Bel,Nealya Lavenia    $17,500.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20670 Bender,Annah    $69,616.08 STLOU Social Work PROF, AST
20671 Bene,Stephen A    $68,745.26 STLOU Maintenance Operaons SR MGR CSM OPERATIONS
20672 Benne,Jerry Richard    $42,287.55 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MTS
20673 Benne,Jusn M    $12,000.00 STLOU Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20674 Bentley,Dennis Clay    $51,478.20 STLOU KWMU FM Radio SUPPORT SYSTEMS ADMIN-ENTRY
20675 Benwel,Amy Lynn    $40,295.10 STLOU Colege of Optometry FIN AND ACCTG SPECIALIST SR
20676 Bequee,Amanda Renee Whitworth    $33,286.36 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, AST TEACH
20677 Berkowitz,Marvin W    $164,243.17 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROFESSOR
20678 Bernard Bracy,Jil Marie    $109,072.32 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs PROF, AST TEACH
20679 Bertram,Julie E.    $80,498.31 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST
20680 Bewley,Jeffrey Lee    $70,627.20 STLOU KWMU FM Radio ASOC DIR ADVANCEMENT
20681 Bhaa,Sanjiv K    $97,581.48 STLOU Computer Science PROFESSOR
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²20680 Bewly,Jeffrey Lee    $70,627.20 STLOU KWMU FM Radio ASOC DIR ADVANCEMENT
20681 Bhaa,Sanjiv K    $97,581.48 STLOU Computer Science PROFESSOR
20682 Bhaarai,Jay Kishan    $42,602.19 STLOU Chemistry RESRCH ASOC
20683 Bier,Melinda C    $128,774.10 STLOU Ctr Character & Cizenship ACADEMIC DIR
20684 Biondo,Vito Antonio    $21,336.76 STLOU Maintenance Operaons GROUNDSKEEPER I
20685 Bishop,Denise     $2,570.18 STLOU Athlecs TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
20686 Black,Andrew    $60,704.91 STLOU Philosophy PROF, TEACH
20687 Black,Melissa Lynn     $4,000.00 STLOU Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20688 Blackmore,Lisa A     $5,750.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20689 Blackmore,Mark Powel     $1,650.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20690 Blackwel,Xavier Floyd    $42,409.20 STLOU Student Life Operaons STUDENT SERVICE COOR I
20691 Blair-Bruce,Pamela    $31,008.00 STLOU Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL
20692 Bledsoe,Lauren Melissa    $47,904.63 STLOU Academic Advising, Arts & Scie STUDENT SERVICE COOR SR
20693 Bleile,Jessica Noel     $7,190.00 STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20694 Blevins,Laura Chrisne    $62,865.66 STLOU Execuve Events DIR I EVENT SERVICES
20695 Bliss,Robert McKinley     $8,000.00 STLOU Dean Honors Colege EMERITUS
20696 Bobo II,Lucius James    $28,250.04 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
20697 Boehlow,Rachel E.    $49,338.58 STLOU Career Services MGR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
20698 Boessen,Adam M    $71,137.46 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce PROF, ASOC
20699 Boland,Kathleen J    $103,778.56 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, ASOC CLINCL
20700 Boleska,Karen Ann    $23,003.20 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST TEACH
20701 Bolton,Natalie Anne    $75,625.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, ASOC
20702 Bolzenius,Jacob D    $66,989.00 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon SCIENTIST LEAD
20703 Bondurant,Stephen Robert    $24,960.00 STLOU Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT I
20704 Books,Jennifer L    $29,499.20 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
20705 Boone,Faith A    $35,795.16 STLOU Athlecs AST ATHLETIC TRAINER
20706 Bosnick,Mary Rebecca    $57,018.47 STLOU Alumni Acvies ASOC DIR ADVANCEMENT
20707 Bourne,Steve    $104,436.45 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PROF, ASOC CLINCL
20708 Bowen,Christopher Thomas    $49,046.29 STLOU Student Financial Aid MGR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
20709 Bowens,LaTonya Nicole    $38,959.56 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
20710 Bowes,Alyson Dayle    $48,012.74 STLOU Campus Housing AST DIR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
20711 Boyce,Christopher John    $44,881.67 STLOU Academic IT Services BUSINESS TECH ANALYST-SPECLST
20712 Boyd,Catherine Nichole    $30,026.39 STLOU Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
20713 Boyd,Jamilah    $65,335.83 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area PROF, AST TEACH
20714 Boyd,Karen O    $85,379.86 STLOU Office of Research Administrat SR DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
20715 Boyd,Ryane Rene     $1,950.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20716 Boyd-Lee,LaToshia    $56,582.56 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
20717 Boyer,Brian     $7,000.00 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20718 Boyer,Patricia G    $70,802.54 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, ASOC
20719 Braddix,D'Andre Cortez    $105,668.89 STLOU Student Services & Campus Life ASOC VICE PROVOST
20720 Bradford,Maria G.    $80,440.04 STLOU KWMU FM Radio ASOC DIR ADVANCEMENT
20721 Bradley,Morgan Andrea    $33,556.30 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR
20722 Bragado,James    $49,834.43 STLOU University Campaign MGR ADVANCEMENT
20723 Brake,Jennifer Lynn    $59,961.01 STLOU KWMU FM Radio ASOC DIR ADVANCEMENT
20724 Bratcher,Alexandria Chario    $50,034.70 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
20725 Braun,Hannah May      $800.00 STLOU Athlecs TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
20726 Braxton,Michael LaMar    $28,442.72 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
20727 Braylock,Kenneth    $32,583.29 STLOU UMSL Postal Services MAIL CARRIER I
20728 Breaugh,James    $151,159.69 STLOU Management Area PROFESSOR
20729 Brennan,Maryann Frances    $24,500.00 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
20730 Bretz,Rachel L    $17,810.52 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
20731 Brimer,Janele Marie    $29,542.06 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
20732 Broeckelmann,Krista Leeann    $19,800.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20733 Brook,Claire E    $11,070.00 STLOU Chemistry TEMPORARY TECHNICAL
20734 Brooks,Cedric R    $51,781.86 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT
20735 Brooks,Erin Marie    $101,368.06 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL
20736 Brosch,Tracy Lynn    $13,900.02 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20737 Brown,Angela Kay    $18,450.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20738 Brown,Carolyn Ilene     $3,400.00 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20739 Brown,Charles E    $57,047.04 STLOU Mercanle Library LIBRARIAN I
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²20738 Brown,Carolyn Ilene     $3,400.00 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20739 Brown,Charles E    $57,047.04 STLOU Mercanle Library LIBRARIAN I
20740 Brown,Emily Courtney    $72,154.04 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST
20741 Brown,Lauren Ashlee    $47,504.46 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
20742 Brown,Mary Ann    $77,342.11 STLOU ITS Operaons BUSINESS TECH ANALYST-PRINCPL
20743 Brown,Peter D    $71,973.50 STLOU Computer Educaon & Training NETWORK ENGINEER-EXPERT
20744 Brown,Princess Marie    $30,302.05 STLOU Colege of Optometry CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
20745 Brownel,Susan E    $79,279.17 STLOU Anthropology PROFESSOR
20746 Brownlee,Aintwon    $24,901.87 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
20747 Broz,Sophie Louise    $41,898.46 STLOU KWMU FM Radio PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
20748 Bruce,Steven Edward    $113,165.65 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROFESSOR
20749 Brunig,Brian James    $13,540.00 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT
20750 Bryant,Brenda L    $10,249.98 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST ADJUNCT
20751 Buchta,Elizabeth Ann    $59,803.64 STLOU Dept of Art & Design PROF, AST TEACH
20752 Buehrig,Kerstyn Margaret    $28,533.16 STLOU Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
20753 Bueltmann,Jilian Rae    $26,890.00
STLOU Biology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20754 Buerke,Jennifer Elizabeth    $26,462.53 STLOU Child Advocacy Center EVENT ASSISTANT II
20755 Bumble,Jennifer Lynn    $77,053.97 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST
20756 Burne,Kely Lorraine Sangravee    $27,152.41 STLOU Psychological Services BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
20757 Burns,Kathleen A    $85,709.91 STLOU Advanced Credit DEAN, AST
20758 Burton,Dusn James    $26,174.54 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
20759 Burton,Sharnice Dawn    $27,616.08 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
20760 Busch,Tanika Lea    $179,525.30 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div VICE CHANCELLOR
20761 Butler,Cleola Leatrice    $30,906.57 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
20762 Butler,Michael K    $67,093.26 STLOU Technology & Learning Ctr MGR I BUSINESS ADMIN
20763 Butler,Sarah R    $49,531.73 STLOU Center for Teaching & Learning EDUCATIONAL PGM COOR II
20764 Byrne,Emily D.    $29,482.68 STLOU Academic Advising, Arts & Scie OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
20765 Cadenbach,Andrea Hupman    $116,843.59 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs PROF, AST
20766 Caeiro,Martha    $55,647.92 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, TEACH
20767 Cahil JR,John T    $39,317.74 STLOU Maintenance Operaons BTS LOCKSMITH
20768 Cai,Haiyan    $110,452.61 STLOU UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer DEAN, ASOC
20769 Cairns,Whitney Carlisle     $9,000.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20770 Cairns,Zachary A    $58,585.65 STLOU Music PROF, ASOC
20771 Calier,Jayne M    $14,012.13 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
20772 Calvert,Wilma J    $82,915.75 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, ASOC
20773 Calvin,Latrina M    $38,426.54 STLOU Colege of Nursing BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
20774 Campbel,James F    $177,703.99 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs PROFESSOR
20775 Campbel,Julia Ann    $53,300.01 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
20776 Campbel,Loreal    $38,707.94 STLOU Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
20777 Candela,Amber Grace    $71,605.98 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, ASOC
20778 Carpenter,Ryan Wiliam    $34,062.41 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, AST
20779 Carr,Cedric M    $47,593.93 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE LIEUTENANT
20780 Carrol,Joseph C    $96,287.51 STLOU English PROFESSOR
20781 Carron,Ronald Joseph     $5,000.00 STLOU Polical Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20782 Carson,Bryan L    $28,271.76 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
20783 Carter,Bryonie A     $9,000.00 STLOU Sociology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20784 Carer,Catherine Ann     $7,300.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20785 Casad,Be na J    $83,349.10 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, ASOC
20786 Casey,Robert Henry    $31,012.11 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SERVICES ATTENDANT
20787 Castelano,Chrisna Marie     $5,550.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20788 Caanach,John R.    $130,381.49 STLOU Performing Arts Operaons DIR EVENT OPERATIONS
20789 Cazares,David Paul    $63,939.82 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR II
20790 Celeridad,Jorina    $31,347.08 STLOU Educ Academic Support & Admin BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
20791 Chakraborty,Uday Kumar    $93,195.13 STLOU Computer Science PROFESSOR
20792 Chan,Aimee Cheuk Lum    $16,720.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
20793 Chandler,Jessica Brianne    $62,533.25 STLOU Athlecs ASOC ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
20794 Chapman,Steve W    $63,518.29 STLOU Infrastructure Services NETWORK ENGINEER-EXPERT
20795 Charles,Kiarra Monique    $37,385.05 STLOU Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
20796 Chaudhary,Ankit    $80,162.85 STLOU Computer Science PROF, AST TEACH
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²20795 Charls,Kiarra Monique    $37,385.0 STLOU Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
20796 Chaudhary,Ankit    $80,162.85 STLOU Computer Science PROF, AST TEACH
20797 Chavez,Concepcion Z    $28,421.84 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
20798 Chen,Stephen Jie Hua    $34,237.46 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
20799 Chen,Yuan    $46,935.20 STLOU Graduate Related Acvies AST DIR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
20800 Child,Gregory Sco    $44,973.48 STLOU Educ Research & External Funds FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL
20801 Childers,Sara Nicole     $2,316.01 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
20802 Cho,Kyu S    $90,391.07 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-MASTER
20803 Cho,Suahn Jang    $78,458.66 STLOU Communicaon PROF, ASOC
20804 Christopher Jr,Jimmy Dale    $58,050.07 STLOU UMSL Postal Services MGR CSM OPERATIONS
20805 Chubiz,Lon Michael    $77,401.82 STLOU Biology PROF, AST
20806 Churnock,Jenna Marie     $2,400.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20807 Ciccareli,Cara Marie     $2,700.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20808 Ciurria,Michele     $9,595.00 STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20809 Clark,Gary L     $5,764.20 STLOU Library SECURITY OFFICER
20810 Clark,Kristen Nicole    $39,068.37 STLOU Cashiers Office BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
20811 Clark,Michele Linn    $43,971.85 STLOU Child Advocacy Center COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS
20812 Clark-Calender,Rebecca Noele     $7,252.50 STLOU KWMU FM Radio TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
20813 Clarke Ekong,Sheilah F    $10,500.01 STLOU Anthropology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20814 Clay,Antonio Charles    $30,039.06 STLOU UMSL Postal Services MAIL CARRIER I
20815 Clayborn,Miton S    $10,500.01
STLOU Communicaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Communicaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20816 Clayton,Rhonda Sue    $50,468.43 STLOU Cashiers Office AST DIR BUSINESS ADMIN
20817 Clements,Brian Christopher    $48,361.20 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT
20818 Climer,Sharlee Renee    $120,437.34 STLOU Computer Science PROF, AST
20819 Climer,Shawna Lee    $10,300.00 STLOU Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20820 Clingher,Adrian    $83,561.92 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs PROF, ASOC
20821 Coalier,Paula F    $45,313.20 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20822 Coble,Theresa Goldman    $153,699.12 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROFESSOR
20823 Coffey,Bridget Ann    $43,662.03 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
20824 Cohen,Deborah    $62,018.44 STLOU History PROF, ASOC
20825 Condon,Jennifer Kathryn Marie     $7,888.00 STLOU Communicaon TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE ASSOCIATE
20826 Conley,Magda Springa    $27,526.60 STLOU Academic IT Services SYSTEM SUPPORT ANALYST-ENTRY
20827 Connors,Elizabeth Anne    $49,331.04 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
20828 Connors,Maura Elizabeth    $77,100.80 STLOU University Campaign DIR I ADVANCEMENT
20829 Constanne,Liane    $96,122.87 STLOU Office of Int Stud & Programs SPECIALIST
20830 Cook,Nigel    $41,708.79 STLOU Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
20831 Cooley,Cassidy S    $31,508.20 STLOU Colege of Optometry OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
20832 Coonrod,Curs C    $205,264.84 STLOU UA-Administraon VICE PROVOST
20833 Cooper,Benjamin P    $71,620.59 STLOU Community Innov & Acon Ctr BUSINESS TECH ANALYST-PRINCPL
20834 Copher,Renee Lynn    $12,000.00 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20835 Coppersmith,Sarah A    $12,950.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
20836 Cormier,David    $17,975.00 STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20837 Corum,Patricia Lynn    $23,206.08 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST TEACH
20838 Cosmopoulos,Michael    $143,107.12 STLOU Anthropology PROFESSOR
20839 Costelo,Michael Joseph    $67,179.49 STLOU Finance Area PROF, ASOC TEACH
20840 Cote,Robert    $17,442.16 STLOU Sociology PROF, AST TEACH
20841 Coone,R Rocco    $111,495.35 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms CURATORS DISTINGUISHED PROFESS
20842 Countryman,Marcia Marie    $84,255.76 STLOU Accounng Area PROF, AST TEACH
20843 Covert,David J    $63,667.37 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs PROF, AST TEACH
20844 Covington,Bey J    $58,422.22 STLOU Facilies Management EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
20845 Cox,Aaron Christopher    $17,503.23 STLOU KWMU FM Radio TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
20846 Cox,Chrisna Marie    $56,440.79 STLOU Instuonal Research RESEARCH CONSULTANT
20847 Cra,Rachel E    $61,454.36 STLOU Sociology PROF, AST TEACH
20848 Craig,James Richard    $119,902.89 STLOU Dean of Arts & Sciences DEAN, ASOC
20849 Craig,Stacy Kaylyn    $31,208.92 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
20850 Cramer,Tara Lynn    $51,524.08 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS MGR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
20851 Crandal-Wie,Nancy Renee    $29,539.00 STLOU Library LIBRARY INFO SPECIALIST SR
20852 Cranford,Daniel Lee    $47,086.92 STLOU Chemistry RESEARCH ACTIVITIES SUPERVISOR
20853 Cravens,Grant    $32,616.66 STLOU Academic IT Services SYSTEM SUPPORT ANALYST-ENTRY
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²20852 Crnford,Daniel Lee    $47,086.92 STLOU Chemistry RESEARCH ACTIVITIES SUPERVISOR
20853 Cravens,Grant    $32,616.66 STLOU Academic IT Services SYSTEM SUPPORT ANALYST-ENTRY
20854 Creamer,John Hunter    $47,244.51 STLOU Accounng Services ACCOUNTANT SR
20855 Crean,Alan R    $104,418.55 STLOU Computer Educaon & Training ACADEMIC DIR
20856 Creason,Marybeth E    $38,892.28 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit STUDENT SERVICE COOR I
20857 Crocker,Gabrial Lynn    $12,000.00 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20858 Cro,Jeffrey G.    $41,188.07 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SERVICES ATTENDANT
20859 Cronin,Robert Michael    $28,057.50 STLOU KWMU FM Radio EDITOR I
20860 Crooks,Sco Douglas     $1,327.72 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
20861 Csapo Sweet,Rita    $47,920.38 STLOU Dean Honors Colege PROF, ASOC
20862 Culbertson,Ausn Blake    $46,252.92 STLOU Admissions BUSINESS SUPPORT ANALYST I
20863 Culver,Jennifer D    $65,492.36 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST TEACH
20864 Cummings,Lisa Anne    $12,375.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20865 Cundiff,Kelsey Lynn    $26,272.64 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce PROF, AST
20866 Curcuru,Duangporn    $48,952.05 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
20867 Curry Jr,Mark J    $55,886.97 STLOU Admissions MGR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
20868 Curs,Lori    $53,717.48 STLOU Social Work PROF, ASOC TEACH
20869 Custalow,Lisa A    $48,487.20 STLOU KWMU FM Radio ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATE SR
20870 Cypert,James    $80,769.44 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
20871 D'Agrosa,Amy    $53,278.92 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, AST TEACH
20872 D'Souza,Valerian T    $64,159.02 STLOU Chemistry PROF, ASOC
20873 D'arcy,Debra Marie    $23,171.84 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
20874 Dahl,Gregory Alan    $47,026.93 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
20875 Dakich,Joy L    $20,000.00 STLOU Management Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20876 Dale,Colin Thomas    $18,617.58 STLOU Community Innov & Acon Ctr TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
20877 Dalton,Bernadee Mary    $36,210.64 STLOU Dean Colege of Business BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
20878 Dalton,John Hiram    $56,179.74 STLOU English PROF, ASOC
20879 Dalton,Sarah Marie     $9,000.00 STLOU Markeng Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20880 Dames,Christopher    $139,719.72 STLOU Library DEAN
20881 Daniel,Christopher James    $44,827.98 STLOU Library LIBRARIAN I
20882 Daniel,Melissa Marie    $83,267.50 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div DIR I BUSINESS ADMIN
20883 Daniels,Dana Beteet    $71,395.62 STLOU Special Units Office of Equal DEI CONSULTANT SR
20884 Darko,Samuel O    $39,349.52 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SERVICES ATTENDANT
20885 Darling,Ashley M    $83,649.37 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health CLINICAL PROGRAM COORDINATOR
20886 Davenport,Felia Katherine    $62,265.46 STLOU Communicaon PROF, ASOC
20887 Davenport,Leeann Renee    $64,743.59 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health MGR I BUSINESS ADMIN
20888 Davenport,Tamara L    $38,087.04 STLOU Admissions ACADEMIC ADVISOR
20889 Davis II,Charles Gentry    $48,918.46 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
20890 Davis,Ausn Lamont    $36,108.00 STLOU Admissions COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR
20891 Davis,Jamie Sue     $7,020.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20892 Davis,Katelend Chrisne    $31,785.64 STLOU SUCCEED Program STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
20893 Davis,Larry J    $180,575.54 STLOU Colege of Optometry DEAN
20894 Davis,Leslie Gwen    $64,263.32 STLOU KWMU FM Radio DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPERATIONS
20895 Davis,Mahew Donald    $70,829.98 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, ASOC
20896 Davis,Michele Monique    $41,922.97 STLOU Dept of Art & Design BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
20897 Davis,Princess Leah Shareese    $44,345.16 STLOU COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR
20898 Davis,Riahanna Nicole    $29,832.92 STLOU Colege of Optometry CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
20899 Davis,Veronique Luche    $37,817.50 STLOU Student Financial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
20900 De Long,James Carter    $99,317.62 STLOU Office of Research Administrat DIR I BUSINESS ADMIN
20901 De Souza,Andresa Aparecida    $68,477.02 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST TEACH
20902 DeKinder,Julie Lynn O    $127,615.84 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, CLINCL
20903 Dean Baar,Susan L    $205,709.57 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROFESSOR
20904 Dean,Grace Elizabeth    $65,666.98 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
20905 Deboo,Robert Anthony      $549.99 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20906 Defreese,Carol J    $18,000.00 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20907 Deichmann,Elizabeth    $22,557.49 STLOU Community Innov & Acon Ctr RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
20908 Delaney,Ryan Patrick    $53,049.25 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
20909 Dela Fave,Michael Frank    $38,836.08 STLOU Academic Advising, Arts & Scie ACADEMIC ADVISOR
20910 Deloney,Jocelyn Denise    $45,805.95 STLOU Admissions STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
20911 Delston,Jil B    $46,525.07 STLOU Philosophy PROF, ASOC TEACH
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²20910 Deloney,Jocelyn Denise    $45,805.9 STLOU Admissions STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
20911 Delston,Jil B    $46,525.07 STLOU Philosophy PROF, ASOC TEACH
20912 Delvaux,Katelyn Ashley    $21,680.00
STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20913 Demchenko,Alexei    $160,990.10 STLOU Chemistry CURATORS DISTINGUISHED PROFESS
20914 Demming,Monet Lennee    $37,164.27 STLOU Economics BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
20915 Deppen,Raymond W    $16,500.00 STLOU Polical Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20916 Depue,Susan Marie    $69,720.27 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROF, AST RESRCH
20917 Derda,Grace Chaudet    $58,562.33 STLOU Academic Advising, Arts & Scie STUDENT SERVICE COOR SR
20918 Derix,Heather Renee    $73,618.19 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
20919 Devin,Zachary Kenneth     $2,200.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20920 DiRie,Chrisne Marie    $72,753.56 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
20921 Dickerson,Nathan Thomas     $3,371.08 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
20922 Diggs,Gwendolyn Wilson     $5,250.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
20923 Diley,Melinda Renee    $48,939.98 STLOU Student Life Operaons SR AST DIR STUDNT SUPPRT SVCS
20924 Ding,Cody Shuai    $96,532.57 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROFESSOR
20925 Dixon,Colee Marie McLemore    $95,898.05 STLOU Colege of Nursing DEAN, AST
20926 Dixon,Devin Kaye    $33,718.20 STLOU Social Work OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
20927 Dixon,Haley Lynn    $42,113.04 STLOU Student Enrichment/Achievement ACADEMIC ADVISOR
20928 Do,Vu Thi Ngoc    $45,497.50 STLOU Student Financial Aid BUSINESS SUPPORT ANALYST SR
20929 Doerr,Aaron    $20,594.48 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCER I
20930 Doherty,Elaine Eggleston    $103,804.37 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce PROFESSOR
20931 Dolard,Patrick    $41,952.53 STLOU University Communicaons BINDERY OPERATOR II
20932 Dombrowski,Timothy    $61,193.06 STLOU Finance Area PROF, AST
20933 Donato Jr,Philip Richard    $71,479.66 STLOU Alumni Acvies DIR I ADVANCEMENT
20934 Donovan,Martha S    $41,218.82 STLOU MIMH-Administraon EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
20935 Dorion,Brian Alexander    $36,414.71 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SERVICES ATTENDANT
20936 Dorsey,Jennifer Lee    $13,600.04 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20937 Dotzel,Qiang Sun    $74,637.61 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs PROF, TEACH
20938 Dotzel,Ronald M     $8,000.00 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs EMERITUS
20939 Dougherty,Leslie Lynn Aholt    $15,300.26 STLOU University Child Developmentl CHILD DEV AIDE
20940 Dowden-White,Priscila Anne    $68,834.82 STLOU History PROF, ASOC
20941 Dowling,Bradley Thomas    $59,798.64 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
20942 Doyle,John Michael    $48,187.56 STLOU Educ Effecveness & Accred SFTWARE SUPPRT ANALYST-SPECLST
20943 Drake,Kayla Alexis    $24,777.32 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCER SR
20944 Drake,Perry Dean    $164,778.25 STLOU Markeng Area ACADEMIC DIR
20945 Drake,Rhonda Knehans     $2,500.00 STLOU Connuing Business Educaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20946 Dratwick,Valerie Nicole     $9,480.00 STLOU Dept of Art & Design RESEARCH/LAB TECHNICIAN SR
20947 Drewry,Katherine Laura    $59,454.81 STLOU Child Advocacy Center ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
20948 Driscol,Jaclyn Nicole    $50,475.37 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
20949 Du,Linda Nguyen    $98,597.88 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL
20950 Dudenhoeffer,Kurt Richard    $12,790.80 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
20951 Dudley,Beth A.    $72,874.56 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
20952 Duelo,Alexandra Kay    $46,119.80 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
20953 Duffey,Suelynn Kay    $69,114.42 STLOU English PROF, ASOC
20954 Duke Jr,James Charles    $10,000.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
20955 Dulworth,Jason B     $6,800.00 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20956 Dunaway,Wiliam Romie    $79,125.69 STLOU Philosophy PROF, ASOC
20957 Dunbar Sr,James    $28,738.63 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
20958 Dunbar,Andrea Marie    $47,416.45 STLOU Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
20959 Duncan,Elen H.    $40,600.64 STLOU COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR
20960 Duncan,Mary Virginia    $51,895.25 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area PROF, ASOC TEACH
20961 Dungins,Shevon    $11,100.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20962 Dunham,Mary Smith    $15,000.00 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20963 Dunlap,Aimee Sue    $74,983.86 STLOU Biology PROF, ASOC
20964 Dunn,Jerry    $103,626.95 STLOU Child Advocacy Center PROF, CLINCL
20965 Dunn-Morton,Julie Anita    $58,867.28 STLOU Mercanle Library LIBRARIAN II
20966 Dupuis,Terrence E     $3,629.05 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MGR BROADCAST OPERATIONS
20967 Dupureur,Cynthia M    $82,375.25 STLOU Chemistry PROFESSOR
20968 Dupy,Jil    $10,500.01 STLOU Communicaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
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2020-21 Salary Report
STLOU*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²20967 Dupureur,Cynthia M    $82,375.2 STLOU Chemistry PROFESSOR
20968 Dupy,Jil    $10,500.01 STLOU Communicaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20969 Dutcher,Catherine A     $8,100.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20970 Dyle,Rufus    $54,240.43 STLOU Colege of Optometry FIN AND ACCTG ANALYST SR
20971 Earls,John R.    $14,002.02 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20972 Easley,Risa Renee    $33,239.30 STLOU Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20973 East,Kristopher S    $32,812.20 STLOU Educ Academic Support & Admin BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
20974 Ebert,Alexander Chrisan    $36,393.81 STLOU Student Financial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
20975 Eby,Tim John    $143,267.60 STLOU Campus Departments Chancelor EXECUTIVE CONSULTANT
20976 Eckelkamp,Elizabeth    $137,029.99 STLOU Vice Provost Student Affairs VICE PROVOST
20977 Edwards,Mary Katherine     $7,725.00 STLOU KWMU FM Radio TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
20978 Edwards,Mary Theresa    $20,719.27 STLOU University Child Developmentl CHILD DEV ASSOCIATE
20979 Edwards,Michael Graham    $43,034.19 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20980 Edwards,Ramona Kay     $7,009.46 STLOU Center for Teaching & Learning OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
20981 Edwards,Tracie L    $20,500.00 STLOU Economics INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20982 Edwin,Mary Oghenetega    $69,837.27 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST
20983 Eggleston,Mark    $11,932.15 STLOU Admissions STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
20984 Ehmke,Melissa Lynn    $22,861.96 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
20985 Ehrenstrom,Ashley Elizabeth    $17,424.42 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
20986 Ehrlich,Frederick J    $70,843.01 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR II
20987 Ekenga,Joy Ugonma    $64,570.09 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
20988 Eldridge,Keith A    $43,711.49 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
20989 Elias,Marle Rene    $57,727.68 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST TEACH
20990 El,Paul R    $41,773.82 STLOU Office of Int Stud & Programs PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
20991 Elerman Sr,Michael J    $46,780.30 STLOU Maintenance Operaons SMALL ENGINE MECHANIC
20992 Elerman,Joseph Timothy    $35,135.31 STLOU Maintenance Operaons GROUNDSKEEPER I
20993 Elio,Michael T    $212,072.39 STLOU Markeng Area PROF, ASOC
20994 Elison,Kathleen Marie    $62,624.65 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon MGR RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
20995 Emery,Hannah Elise    $52,469.86 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS PSYCHOLOGIST
20996 Enaya,Shakiba    $55,694.96 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs PROF, AST
20997 Encarnacion,Trilce    $39,983.88 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs PROF, AST
20998 Enos,Daniele Monique    $29,498.57 STLOU Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
20999 Enz,Maas    $107,647.89 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs PROF, AST
21000 Epstein,Joel    $88,964.51 STLOU Child Advocacy Center PROF, ASOC RESRCH
21001 Erickson,Joel Wiliam     $3,998.54 STLOU Center for Teaching & Learning TEMPORARY CLERICAL
21002 Esbensen,Finn Aage    $50,446.58 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce EMERITUS
21003 Esco,Amy Dribin    $54,193.91 STLOU Child Advocacy Center ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
21004 Evans,Caleb Thomas    $74,333.47 STLOU ITS Operaons DB ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
21005 Evans,Christopher Brandon     $2,450.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21006 Evers,Jeffrey J    $74,228.70 STLOU Environmental Health & Safety MGR ENV HEALTH AND SAFETY
21007 Exner,Judy Lynn    $43,693.83 STLOU UMSL Police SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
21008 Fantroy-Ross,Sherry Susan    $50,738.91 STLOU Dean Colege of Business PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
21009 Farace,Anthony Paul     $8,124.24 STLOU Anthropology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21010 Farley,Keith F    $30,422.91 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SERVICES ATTENDANT
21011 Farrel,Monica L    $56,147.14 STLOU Business Academic Advisors & C MGR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21012 Farzan,Shahla    $51,639.59 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21013 Fauce,Daniele Marie    $48,447.60 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit AST REGISTRAR
21014 Faulkner,Victoria Inez     $2,400.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21015 Favignano Jr,Rodney    $43,272.24 STLOU ITS Operaons DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-SPECLST
21016 Fay,James D     $7,000.00 STLOU Communicaon EMERITUS
21017 Fazelian,Jaleh Lisa    $86,550.05 STLOU Library DEAN, ASOC
21018 Fenoglio,Sharon Davis    $120,900.50 STLOU University Development ASOC VICE CHANCELLOR
21019 Fenske,Sarah Catherine    $63,743.41 STLOU KWMU FM Radio ON-AIR TALENT RADIO
21020 Fentem,Sarah Lynn    $49,444.31 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21021 Ferlis,Christopher Jeffrey     $7,929.01 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER
21022 Fernlund,Kevin    $78,560.97 STLOU History PROFESSOR
21023 Ferrari,Francesca    $75,201.67 STLOU Graduate Related Acvies DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPERATIONS
21024 Feers,Mark S    $64,172.47 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div MGR II BUSINESS ADMIN
21025 Ficklen,Ruby Kathleen    $31,622.68 STLOU Colege of Optometry CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
21026 Ficklen,Wiliam G    $34,018.94 STLOU Library LIBRARY INFO SPECIALIST SR
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21025 Fickln,Ruby Kathleen    $31,622.68 STLOU Colege of Optometry CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
21026 Ficklen,Wiliam G    $34,018.94 STLOU Library LIBRARY INFO SPECIALIST SR
21027 Fieser,Iulia    $13,550.00
STLOU Community Innov & Acon Ctr TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21028 Fikki,Lisa Kay    $58,512.00 STLOU Business Academic Advisors & C STUDENT SERVICE COOR SR
21029 Fink,Kathleen Theresa    $23,111.45 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21030 Fink,Lieschen Ann     $5,000.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21031 Finley,Amanda Leah    $81,130.72 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
21032 Finnegan,Megan C    $59,309.13 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
21033 Fischer Messmer,Jane Ann    $16,800.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21034 Fischer,Marina T     $5,400.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21035 Fish,Anne    $117,255.24 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROFESSOR
21036 Fisher,Jennifer Chrisne    $50,277.64 STLOU Dept of Art & Design PROF, AST TEACH
21037 Fisher,Patrick Russel     $4,725.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21038 Fiske,Zoe Robin     $8,654.55 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGY INTERN
21039 Fitzgerald,Jenrose    $10,690.00 STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21040 Fix,Michael    $53,581.95 STLOU Physics and Astronomy PROF, TEACH
21041 Flanagan,Jacqueline Renee    $42,095.32 STLOU Admissions COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR
21042 Flanagan,Lori    $106,768.07 STLOU Campus Departments Chancelor ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
21043 Fleisher,Monica Lee    $38,631.62 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21044 Fleming JR,Wilie    $30,336.79 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21045 Flores,Ricardo A    $69,804.55 STLOU Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR
21046 Flotron,Gary L    $11,700.00 STLOU Finance Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21047 Flowers,Aysha Morgan    $36,752.71 STLOU Student Financial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21048 Floyd,Philip Sco e    $47,233.00 STLOU Career Services STUDENT SERVICE COOR I
21049 Flynn,Rebekah    $12,300.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21050 Forsha,Angelique Louise    $60,862.52 STLOU Colege of Optometry AST DIR BUSINESS ADMIN
21051 Foster,Kathleen Ann    $43,789.15 STLOU Student Financial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21052 Foster,Stephon Leander    $36,794.98 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MTS
21053 Foster-Gadkari,Sheryl     $4,000.00 STLOU Polical Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21054 Foushee,Kenneth M    $25,840.00 STLOU Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL
21055 Fox,Alexander Chrisan    $11,100.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21056 Fox,Branson Lawrence     $8,550.00 STLOU Community Innov & Acon Ctr RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21057 Fox,Jamal James    $23,695.00 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21058 Fraizer,Katherine Suzanne Nevile    $32,294.60 STLOU Advanced Credit STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21059 Frandsen,Gary Michael    $54,985.68 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21060 Frank,Joseph Goeke     $2,000.00 STLOU Polical Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21061 Franklin,Jeffrey Lynn    $20,196.08 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCER I
21062 Franzel,Aaron Stephen    $99,977.75 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, ASOC CLINCL
21063 Fraser-Smith,Kasey    $51,319.42 STLOU Vice Provost Student Affairs AST DIR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21064 Fraundorf,Philip    $72,273.04 STLOU Physics and Astronomy PROF, ASOC
21065 Freeman,Derrick    $64,292.67 STLOU Mulcultural Student Services DIR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21066 Freeman,Melody D    $60,954.69 STLOU KWMU FM Radio FIN AND ACCTG CONSULTANT
21067 Freet,Danny Jack    $86,761.40 STLOU UMSL Police DIR I UNIVERSITY POLICE
21068 Friedline,Gerianne    $47,491.70 STLOU Dean Honors Colege PROF, ASOC TEACH
21069 Friedrich,Judith R    $47,749.11 STLOU Mercanle Library LIBRARIAN I
21070 Friese,James Owen    $52,976.01 STLOU Academic IT Services SUPPORT SYSTEMS ADMIN-SPECLST
21071 Fritz Hoerchler,Tarren Denise    $21,240.00 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, ADJUNCT
21072 Fry,Nicholas B    $53,692.25 STLOU Mercanle Library LIBRARIAN II
21073 Fu,Fei    $12,474.22 STLOU Colege of Optometry RESIDENT, CLINCL
21074 Fu,Qingbo    $127,629.33 STLOU Markeng Area PROF, ASOC
21075 Fung,Hung Gay    $214,855.37 STLOU Finance Area PROFESSOR
21076 Funk,Christopher Dean    $54,411.52 STLOU Ctr Character & Cizenship RESEARCH CONSULTANT
21077 Furlow,Teri A    $51,624.97 STLOU Admissions ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
21078 Fusch,Chrisna    $20,000.00 STLOU Finance Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21079 G'Sel,Joanne     $8,400.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21080 Gaglio,Rachel Lee    $43,484.76 STLOU Mulcultural Student Services ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
21081 Gal,Rainer Andrew    $38,655.50 STLOU Student Life Operaons STUDENT SERVICE COOR I
21082 Ganahl,Dennis J    $59,815.17 STLOU Graduate Related Acvies INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21083 Gant,Jesse    $11,100.00 STLOU History INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21082 Gnahl,Dennis J    $59,815.17 STLOU Graduat Related Acvies INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21083 Gant,Jesse    $11,100.00 STLOU History INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21084 Gao,Yong    $180,610.94 STLOU Markeng Area PROFESSOR
21085 Garcia,Nicholas Avel     $2,247.66 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCER I
21086 Garcia-Colart,Tessa    $47,305.68 STLOU Markeng Area PROF, AST
21087 Garimela,Lenka    $42,949.44 STLOU Office of Int Stud & Programs ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
21088 Garrison,Robert Strickler    $63,738.61 STLOU Infrastructure Services NETWORK ENGINEER-EXPERT
21089 Garry,Vanessa Bean    $70,086.49 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST
21090 Gauthier,Sco Lee    $27,846.60 STLOU Athlecs AST COACH
21091 Gearhart,Michael    $73,560.52 STLOU Social Work PROF, AST
21092 Geiselmann,Alexander S    $11,854.50 STLOU Dept of Art & Design RESEARCH/LAB TECHNICIAN SR
21093 George,Jennifer Lynn     $7,550.00 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21094 Georges,Anthony    $93,211.89 STLOU Student Financial Aid DIR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21095 Gericke,Sco Anthony    $56,703.78 STLOU Dept of Art & Design PROF, AST TEACH
21096 Gerke,Karla Kay    $25,840.00 STLOU Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL
21097 Gerstacker,Paige     $6,081.20 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health TEMPORARY TECHNICAL
21098 Gerstein,Emily D    $57,785.18 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, AST
21099 Gerth,Daniel J    $90,963.54 STLOU Dean Honors Colege PROF, ASOC TEACH
21100 Gertler,Kae Marie    $41,172.23 STLOU Student Life MEDIA PRODUCER SR
21101 Geemeier,Russel F    $51,349.01 STLOU Facilies Construcon MTS
21102 Gherardini,Cynthia Marie    $14,087.70 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCER I
21103 Gibb,Erika L    $89,729.06 STLOU Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR
21104 Gibson,Warren    $31,387.96 STLOU Colege of Nursing OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21105 Gierse,Jo M     $3,237.50 STLOU KWMU FM Radio TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
21106 Gildehaus,Benjamin Joseph    $19,230.86 STLOU Child Advocacy Center COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
21107 Gil,Laurie Navar     $2,100.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21108 Gilee,Mary Patrice    $49,071.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
21109 Gilman,Max Kenneth    $208,047.02 STLOU Economics PROFESSOR
21110 Girivaru,Ravindra Venkata    $73,191.79 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs PROF, ASOC
21111 Givens,Joshua Timothy    $45,638.67 STLOU Milennium Student Center Ops MGR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21112 Glaus,Ashley    $10,800.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21113 Glen,Johany    $14,103.30 STLOU Admissions STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
21114 Glickert,Lynne Carol    $25,840.00 STLOU Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL
21115 Godwin,Deborah Hohlt    $104,583.64 STLOU Colege & Units SR DIR ADVANCEMENT
21116 Goehring,Nicole    $11,100.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21117 Gokel Jr,George Wiliam    $183,365.63 STLOU Chemistry PROF, DISTINGUISHED
21118 Goldmeier,Rachel Elen    $34,388.92 STLOU SUCCEED Program STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21119 Goldsmith,Lindsay Rae    $35,018.83 STLOU Milennium Student Center Ops MGR EVENT SERVICES
21120 Goldstein Hode,Marlo Bilie    $88,274.16 STLOU Special Units Office of Equal DEI PROGRAM MANAGER
21121 Goldwasser,Cary Merle    $59,004.23 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM MANAGER
21122 Gonzalez,Lorenzo Fernando     $4,000.00 STLOU Polical Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21123 Good,Robert Andrew     $9,000.00 STLOU History INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21124 Goodwin,Diane A    $47,060.41 STLOU Dean Colege of Educaon EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
21125 Goodwin,Jeremy David    $55,921.85 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21126 Gorin,Daniele Rae    $10,700.00 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21127 Goto,Eiji    $34,763.38 STLOU Economics PROF, AST
21128 Gouwens,Donald A    $83,808.61 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, ASOC CLINCL
21129 Grady,Francis W    $84,171.94 STLOU English PROFESSOR
21130 Graham,Abbey Chrisne Kral     $3,000.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21131 Granger,Charles Ralph    $130,645.16 STLOU Biology PROFESSOR
21132 Granger,Debra A    $27,063.61 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21133 Green Simonds,Megan N.    $63,391.86 STLOU New Student Programs DIR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21134 Green,Karen Marie    $51,589.95 STLOU Colege & Units ASOC DIR ADVANCEMENT
21135 Green,Kimberley A    $83,635.55 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21136 Green,Lauren Michele    $44,734.20 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21137 Green,Martha A.    $28,360.50 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21138 Gregory,Kely B    $67,096.09 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE MANAGER SR
21139 Gregory,Megan Rose    $44,360.05 STLOU Mulcultural Student Services AST DIR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21140 Gresick,Alexandra Joan    $35,179.49 STLOU Dean Colege of Educaon STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21141 Gretak Leal,Alyssa Paige     $9,583.35 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGY INTERN
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2020-21 Salary Report
STLOU*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21140 Gresick,Alexandra Joan    $35,179.49 STLOU an Colge of Educaon STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21141 Gretak Leal,Alyssa Paige     $9,583.35 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGY INTERN
21142 Griesedieck,David J    $60,600.50 STLOU Philosophy PROF, TEACH
21143 Griffey,Steven Vernon     $8,100.00 STLOU Finance Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21144 Griffin,Michael G    $111,099.04 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, ASOC
21145 Grigsby,Sheila Renee    $74,634.19 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST
21146 Grim,Ericka L    $32,216.12 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21147 Grimm-Howel,Elizabeth Marie    $33,031.00
STLOU Finance Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21148 Griswold,Jeffrey S    $30,811.78 STLOU Performing Arts Operaons CSM OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR
21149 Gros,Jean Germain    $84,781.19 STLOU Polical Science PROFESSOR
21150 Gross,Maggie Mary Margaret    $62,731.90 STLOU Colege of Nursing CLINICAL LAB MANAGER I
21151 Grossman,Daniel    $58,605.84 STLOU Markeng Area PROF, AST
21152 Groves,Adrienne Chrisne    $38,231.90 STLOU Admissions STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
21153 Gruenloh,Jennifer Lynn    $20,400.00 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21154 Guenther,Karl J    $90,736.67 STLOU Community Innov & Acon Ctr AST VICE CHANCELLOR
21155 Gueerman,Linda Marie    $54,408.84 STLOU Academic Advising, Arts & Scie ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
21156 Guo,Baorong    $73,965.44 STLOU Social Work PROF, ASOC
21157 Gupta,Lav    $88,827.56 STLOU Computer Science PROF, AST
21158 Gutmann,Lee Wiliam    $35,328.96 STLOU Maintenance Operaons GROUNDSKEEPER I
21159 Gylenborg,Richard M    $46,219.84 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
21160 Haezebrouck,Erich Stephen    $18,842.80 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21161 Haff,Kaylin Celine    $15,000.00 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21162 Haislip,Candace-Rae Diana    $18,450.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21163 Haley,Michele Renee    $28,636.09 STLOU Communicaon OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21164 Hal,Alice E    $96,970.24 STLOU Communicaon PROFESSOR
21165 Hal,Dorian Curs    $64,442.12 STLOU Milennium Student Center Ops DIR STUDENT/UNIV CENTER
21166 Haley,Mary Margaret    $12,600.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21167 Halterman,Dickie Wayne     $3,030.60 STLOU Athlecs TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
21168 Halterman,Troy W    $42,944.28 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
21169 Hamdan,Lara F    $48,184.80 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21170 Hamm,Casey M    $99,606.13 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL
21171 Hammerle,Cassidy    $13,840.00 STLOU History RESRCH AST
21172 Hamper,Bruce Cameron    $47,872.16 STLOU Chemistry PROF, ASOC TEACH
21173 Haq,Tasnim Farha    $43,750.32 STLOU Community Innov & Acon Ctr PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21174 Harder,Kathryn Ann    $81,591.87 STLOU Colege & Units DIR I ADVANCEMENT
21175 Harger,Jason Tyler    $21,200.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT
21176 Harkins,Melissa Paige     $9,825.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21177 Harmon,Lawrence J    $62,093.57 STLOU MIMH-Administraon SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
21178 Harms,Elizabeth Knight     $8,100.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21179 Harms,Jack Christopher    $46,000.00 STLOU Chemistry PROF, AST TEACH
21180 Harms,Julie Elizabeth    $34,595.18 STLOU Admissions STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
21181 Harper,Anthony David    $62,136.45 STLOU Child Advocacy Center PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21182 Harrel,Alyssa Kathleen     $7,200.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21183 Harrel,Jade Nicolee    $13,828.70 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCER I
21184 Harris II,Earl Lynn    $26,219.53 STLOU Maintenance Operaons GROUNDSKEEPER I
21185 Harris,Harry    $47,817.42 STLOU Colege of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21186 Harris,Nadean    $37,651.14 STLOU Colege of Optometry CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
21187 Harris,Sylvia Nicole    $57,862.22 STLOU Academic Advising, Arts & Scie AST DIR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21188 Hart,Erin Michele    $41,980.45 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
21189 Hart,Jessie James    $19,481.38 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21190 Hartenberger,Aurelia Winifred    $11,000.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21191 Hartmann,Tad Aaron    $50,446.05 STLOU Dean Colege of Educaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21192 Harvey,Loyola E    $49,030.32 STLOU Special Units Chancelor EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
21193 Hasegawa,Lee T.    $44,798.96 STLOU Office of Int Stud & Programs STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST SR
21194 Haskel,Dorothy Rose Denny    $55,160.27 STLOU Child Advocacy Center ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
21195 Hassler,Thomasina Frenchie    $36,249.96
STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST ADJUNCT
STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST TEACH
21196 Hasten,Deborah Lynn    $13,500.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21197 Hatcher,Desheila Wingo    $14,708.40 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
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2020-21 Salary Report
STLOU*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21196 Hstn,Deborah Lynn    $13,500.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21197 Hatcher,Desheila Wingo    $14,708.40 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21198 Hauschild,Mark Walter    $86,716.06 STLOU Computer Science PROF, AST TEACH
21199 Hawthorne,Angie     $2,100.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21200 Haynes,Tonya Maria    $88,142.49 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
21201 Haywood,Scot Bradford    $45,088.96 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT
21202 He,Wenjie    $78,653.45 STLOU Computer Science PROF, ASOC
21203 Hecht,Marn Lynn    $90,204.78 STLOU MIMH-Administraon SR MGR BUSINESS ADMIN
21204 Heck,Jennifer Jean    $34,512.39 STLOU Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
21205 Heffernan,Brian D    $66,055.29 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR II
21206 Heisel,Alan D    $77,482.00 STLOU Communicaon PROFESSOR
21207 Heisel,Leighanne    $63,580.29 STLOU Communicaon PROF, ASOC TEACH
21208 Hemann,Megan Patricia    $45,907.64 STLOU Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT
21209 Hemphil,Mary Eve    $46,460.58 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21210 Henderson,Andrea Yvee    $48,948.45 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21211 Henderson,Beth A    $65,162.99 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21212 Henderson,Corey M    $22,960.31 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21213 Hendren,Nora J.    $42,935.01 STLOU Philosophy BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21214 Henken,Rachel Leigh    $43,563.32 STLOU Environmental Health & Safety PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21215 Henry,Cody Alen     $5,950.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21216 Henry,James E.    $65,078.27 STLOU Music PROF, ASOC
21217 Henry,Mahew Aaron    $61,627.75 STLOU Music PROF, ASOC TEACH
21218 Henry,Vinita    $145,459.01 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, CLINCL
21219 Henson,Bob Londes    $67,119.91 STLOU Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR
21220 Herbert,Stephen T    $37,404.78 STLOU Library LIBRARY INFO SPECIALIST SR
21221 Herbst,Diane M    $29,546.39 STLOU Dept of Art & Design OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
21222 Hernandez,Michael Anthony    $46,024.16 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
21223 Herndon,Rayla N     $2,100.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21224 Herrick,Charles Francis    $14,880.00 STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21225 Herring Jr,L. Paul    $244,503.88 STLOU UA-Administraon VICE CHANCELLOR
21226 Hertel,James Warren    $156,699.14 STLOU Human Resources EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
21227 Hesford,James Wesley    $49,404.84 STLOU Accounng Area PROF, ASOC
21228 Hess,Mitchel R    $89,592.07 STLOU Cashiers Office DIR I BUSINESS ADMIN
21229 Heuer,Alexander Steven Henry    $64,714.90 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR II
21230 Hicks,Michele Dianne     $3,000.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21231 Hieken,Sherry M    $75,358.02 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div ADMINISTRATIVE CONSULTANT I
21232 Higgins,Donna Lynne    $18,095.00
STLOU Communicaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21233 Hil,Michele Ramona    $53,304.05 STLOU MIMH-Administraon BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE I
21234 Hintz,Gail Lee    $21,807.50 STLOU Music SPECIALIST
21235 Hioureas,Vicky    $12,000.00 STLOU Anthropology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21236 Hironaka,Mieko      $974.10 STLOU Music SPECIALIST
21237 Hirshberg,Martha J    $17,350.01 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21238 Hobbs,Gary L    $26,415.45 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21239 Hobbs,Kathryn Lee     $9,000.00 STLOU Markeng Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21240 Hodge,Sara Jane    $22,299.00 STLOU Mercanle Library LIBRARIAN I
21241 Hodgson,Kathryn Elen    $35,317.76 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21242 Hoelscher,Paul Edward     $1,125.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21243 Hoerr,Thomas R    $28,529.56 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST TEACH
21244 Hogan,Dan Wiliam    $32,034.87 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SERVICES ATTENDANT
21245 Hogbin,Lisa K     $8,100.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21246 Hogenkamp,Brenda    $85,842.48 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div DIR I BUSINESS ADMIN
21247 Hogenmiler,Kely Ann    $40,389.31 STLOU Colege of Nursing PRGM MGR I STUDNT SUPPRT SVCS
21248 Holiday,Kelyn J     $8,500.00 STLOU Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21249 Holingsworth-Smith,Kristel Dawn    $45,710.36 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT
21250 Holman,Karen Elizabeth    $43,815.39 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE I
21251 Holmes,Donald J    $74,825.16 STLOU Computer Educaon & Training SR MANAGER IT
21252 Holmes,Keeta Marn    $103,320.47 STLOU Center for Teaching & Learning AST VICE PROVOST
21253 Holmes,Stephen Michael    $90,452.79 STLOU Chemistry PROFESSOR
21254 Holt,Laura Lee    $59,771.70 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS PSYCHOLOGIST
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2020-21 Salary Report
STLOU*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21253 Hol s,Stephen Michael    $90,452.79 STLOU Chemistry PROFESSOR
21254 Holt,Laura Lee    $59,771.70 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS PSYCHOLOGIST
21255 Hoover,John N    $94,205.44 STLOU Mercanle Library LIBRARIAN IV
21256 Hopke,Hannah Grace     $3,319.50 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
21257 Horn,Philip Ryan    $54,926.76 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
21258 Horne,James Franklin    $15,500.00 STLOU Accounng Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21259 Horstmann,Heather Anne     $1,800.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21260 Horton,Ashley Marie    $39,111.28 STLOU Career Services STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21261 Hossainmardi,Fatemeh    $45,872.12 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL
21262 Hough,Joseph Delon    $23,000.00 STLOU Economics INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21263 Howe,Michael    $58,588.06 STLOU Colege of Optometry RESEARCH ENGINEERING TECH I
21264 Hu,Qiaohai    $130,001.57 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs PROF, AST
21265 Hudson,Shlynda Denise    $34,204.55 STLOU Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21266 Huebner,Beth M.    $134,822.21 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce PROFESSOR
21267 Huelskamp,Holy E    $34,148.30 STLOU Biology RESEARCH/LAB TECHNICIAN I
21268 Hughes,Anne Maureen    $85,326.34 STLOU KWMU FM Radio SR MGR BUSINESS ADMIN
21269 Hughes,Chrisna Wilson     $3,000.00 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21270 Humphries,Meghann Birk    $43,236.19 STLOU Biology PROF, AST TEACH
21271 Hunt,Eric A    $40,418.91 STLOU Facilies Construcon BTS PAINTER
21272 Hunter,Daniele Yvonne    $63,254.34 STLOU Office of Research Administrat COMPLIANCE MANAGER SR
21273 Hunter,Jennifer Lynn    $63,403.45 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPERATIONS
21274 Huppert,Patrick W.    $43,800.84 STLOU Maintenance Operaons BUILDING SECURITY SPECIALIST
21275 Hurley,Andrew    $96,515.59 STLOU History PROFESSOR
21276 Huston,Dale W    $27,554.22 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21277 Hutchings,Alicia Dawn    $104,394.62 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH
21278 Huxtable,Brian R    $57,167.21 STLOU Educ Effecveness & Accred SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-ENTRY
21279 Hyde,Annie Yoojin Marie    $37,788.74 STLOU Study Abroad Program ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21280 Hyken,Tina A    $100,849.38 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div DIR I BUSINESS ADMIN
21281 Ilvarsonn,Anne Margaret     $7,690.00 STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21282 Ingle,Julie     $7,500.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21283 Inglis,Robert Fredrik    $73,840.48 STLOU Biology PROF, AST
21284 Irons,Larry Roland    $51,029.89 STLOU Sociology PROF, ASOC TEACH
21285 Irwin,Erica Leigh    $33,894.18 STLOU Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WORKER SR
21286 Irwin,Thomas Glenn    $46,212.83 STLOU English PROF, ASOC TEACH
21287 Isaac-Savage,Evelyn Paulee    $112,203.40 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROFESSOR
21288 Isom,Daniel     $6,000.00 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21289 Ives,Daryl Stephen    $128,394.49 STLOU Facilies Management EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
21290 Iyob,Ruth    $66,232.07 STLOU Polical Science PROFESSOR
21291 Izard,Tiffany Anne    $36,790.28 STLOU Colege of Nursing STUDENT SERVICE COOR I
21292 Jackson,Adaron Dwayne    $59,242.61 STLOU Music PROF, AST TEACH
21293 Jackson,Clara L    $38,013.48 STLOU Graduate School STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21294 Jackson,Kayla Elizabeth     $4,800.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21295 Jackson,Niara    $13,300.00 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21296 Jacobson,Victoria Ann    $101,764.59 STLOU Ctr for Excel Financial Couns DIR II BUSINESS ADMIN
21297 Jako,Michele Jane    $46,817.46 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div MGR I BUSINESS ADMIN
21298 Jamison,Mahew Jorel    $27,554.33 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21299 Janikow,Cezary    $118,860.34 STLOU Computer Science PROF, ASOC
21300 Jasensky,Christopher D     $8,250.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21301 Jenkins,Andrew David    $47,660.73 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MTS
21302 Jenkins,Brandie Denise     $2,100.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21303 Jenkins,Carol E    $34,459.10 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21304 Jenkins,Dwayne Edmund    $27,465.98 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21305 Jennemann,Taylor Catherine     $8,100.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21306 Jenne,Sarah Loveland     $2,700.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21307 Jennewein,August Harvey    $50,579.82 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
21308 Jessie,Kae Marie    $31,609.56 STLOU Colege of Optometry CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
21309 Jessup,Ciera Nicole    $35,827.04 STLOU KWMU FM Radio ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATE I
21310 Jezek-Taussig,Jennifer Kay    $115,021.36 STLOU Alumni Acvies ASOC VICE CHANCELLOR
21311 Jiang,Qingtang    $84,200.59 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs PROFESSOR
21312 Jobe,Cynthia A    $71,331.95 STLOU Office of Research Administrat ADMINISTRATIVE CONSULTANT I
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  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21311 Jing,Qingtang    $84,00.9 STLOU Matheacs and Stascs PROFESSOR
21312 Jobe,Cynthia A    $71,331.95 STLOU Office of Research Administrat ADMINISTRATIVE CONSULTANT I
21313 Jochens,Catherine Vale    $78,690.37 STLOU Business Services SR MGR BUSINESS ADMIN
21314 Johns-Wolfe,Elaina    $31,536.89 STLOU Sociology PROF, AST
21315 Johnson,Aricka Frances    $28,803.86 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21316 Johnson,Chelsea Marie    $37,359.20 STLOU Dean of Arts & Sciences BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21317 Johnson,Jason Wesley    $63,155.94 STLOU University Tutoring Center PRGM MGR I STUDNT SUPPRT SVCS
21318 Johnson,Jil L     $9,000.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21319 Johnson,Mark    $46,924.89 STLOU Maintenance Operaons BTS CARPENTER
21320 Johnson,Sharon D    $142,472.68 STLOU Social Work DEAN
21321 Johnson,Susan Elizabeth    $40,140.96 STLOU COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21322 Johnston,Amy E    $40,014.14 STLOU Ctr Character & Cizenship EDUCATIONAL PRGM COOR SR
21323 Jones,Brent Alen    $57,423.61 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21324 Jones,Carolyn D    $40,687.42 STLOU English BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21325 Jones,Charles A     $6,432.36 STLOU Athlecs AST COACH
21326 Jones,Endsley Terrence     $6,000.00
STLOU Polical Science EMERITUS
STLOU Polical Science EMERITUS
21327 Jones,Franklin Alanzo    $30,945.58 STLOU Maintenance Operaons FLOOR CARE TECH
21328 Jones,Garre James    $49,898.54 STLOU Infrastructure Services SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-SPECLST
21329 Jones,Shuron Daniele     $7,400.00 STLOU History INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21330 Jones,Tammy Dee    $51,907.82 STLOU Colege of Optometry BUSINESS SUPPORT ANALYST I
21331 Jooste,Meryl    $35,599.28 STLOU Campus Housing RESIDENT HALL COOR
21332 Jordan,Carla L.    $45,718.12 STLOU Business Academic Advisors & C SR AST DIR STUDNT SUPPRT SVCS
21333 Jorge,Miriam    $104,226.49 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, ASOC
21334 Joshi,Kailash    $124,880.25 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area PROFESSOR
21335 Ju,Min    $128,329.73 STLOU Markeng Area PROF, ASOC
21336 Jupka,Keri    $56,438.23 STLOU Colege of Nursing RESRCH ASOC
21337 Jusce,Marjorie Ann    $10,200.02 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21338 Kaehler,Laura Ann    $57,133.00 STLOU Child Advocacy Center PSYCHOLOGIST
21339 Kaimann,Stephanie Lauren    $55,519.78 STLOU Colege of Optometry FIN AND ACCTG MANAGER
21340 Kang,Henry Hyungwoo    $90,289.85 STLOU Computer Science PROF, ASOC
21341 Kang,Min Soo    $69,338.64 STLOU History PROFESSOR
21342 Kaplan,Judith Elen    $94,357.02 STLOU University Advt Markeng DIR I STRAT COMMUNICATIONS
21343 Karan,Dejan    $53,613.54 STLOU ITS Operaons DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-SPECLST
21344 Karig,Maureen F    $56,379.93 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs PROF, AST TEACH
21345 Karslake,James E    $36,540.65 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21346 Kashubeck-West,Susan    $101,247.59 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROFESSOR
21347 Kathke,Shaila Jozlinn    $11,709.46 STLOU Cashiers Office OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
21348 Kaur,Ravneet n/a STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST LEAD
21349 Kedzuch,Nicholas John    $46,420.68 STLOU Athlecs AST ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
21350 Kehoe,Michael George    $42,101.34 STLOU Markeng Area PROF, AST TEACH
21351 Keland,Lara Leigh    $73,769.92 STLOU History PROF, ASOC
21352 Kemp,Shereka Marie    $40,735.14 STLOU Student Services & Campus Life STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21353 Kemper,Timothy    $10,200.00 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21354 Kennedy,Patricia    $33,478.00 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21355 Kennedy,Sheketa Renee Shontel    $33,915.58 STLOU Academic IT Services SYSTEM SUPPORT ANALYST-EXPERT
21356 Kenney,Marie Carol Alys    $49,832.74 STLOU Alumni Acvies ADVANCEMENT OFFICER
21357 Kerkhoff,Shea    $68,061.85 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST
21358 Kerley,Sheley A    $107,214.26 STLOU KWMU FM Radio DIR II ADVANCEMENT
21359 Kerr,Stepfon O.    $26,964.25 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21360 Kerr-Niermann,Catherine Dorothy    $83,011.47 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL
21361 Kersten,Andrew    $196,407.00 STLOU Dean of Arts & Sciences DEAN
21362 Kessler,Nora Adele    $27,900.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21363 Keuss,Theresa Lynn    $73,617.76 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit REGISTRAR
21364 Khan,Rehman Arshad     $4,350.00 STLOU Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21365 Khan,Shaji Ahmed    $182,939.16 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area PROF, ASOC
21366 Kidd II,Ambrose Raiford    $66,465.20 STLOU Biology PROF, AST TEACH
21367 Kilculin,Laura Marie    $81,424.88 STLOU Colege & Units DIR I ADVANCEMENT
21368 Kim,Ho    $118,920.33 STLOU Markeng Area PROF, AST
21369 Kim,Sangchul    $46,423.36 STLOU Biology POST DOCTORAL ASOC
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21368 Kim,Ho    $118,920.33 STLOU Markeng Area PROF, AST
21369 Kim,Sangchul    $46,423.36 STLOU Biology POST DOCTORAL ASOC
21370 Kim,So Rin n/a STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST
21371 Kimbal,David C    $78,929.24 STLOU Polical Science PROFESSOR
21372 Kimberlin,Robin Michele    $58,134.21 STLOU Student Services & Campus Life DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPERATIONS
21373 Kimbrel,Mahew H    $54,202.24 STLOU English PROF, AST TEACH
21374 Kimler,Lansin Lim     $1,137.50 STLOU Music SPECIALIST
21375 King,Daniel M    $42,886.32 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
21376 Kirchner,Kale Eugene    $12,000.00 STLOU Athlecs TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
21377 Klar,Dana Michele    $64,003.26 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, AST TEACH
21378 Klekamp,Sarah Elizabeth    $45,378.06 STLOU Academic Advising, Arts & Scie ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
21379 Kliethermes,Andrew Johnson    $40,583.27 STLOU SUCCEED Program PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21380 Kliethermes,Mahew D    $75,201.45 STLOU Child Advocacy Center PROF, CLINCL
21381 Klinger,David A    $120,485.83 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce PROFESSOR
21382 Kloess Jr,Branch Donelson    $22,970.04 STLOU Athlecs AST COACH
21383 Klump,Michele G.    $31,858.43 STLOU Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCES ASSISTANT
21384 Knake,Jeremy Mahew    $36,204.72 STLOU Business Services BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21385 Knol,Georgia Mariel    $25,438.32 STLOU Admissions OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21386 Knudsen,Katherine Mae-Song    $49,086.23 STLOU Child Advocacy Center PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21387 Koc,Nazire Pinar    $72,664.92 STLOU Computer Science PROF, ASOC TEACH
21388 Koch,Alaina Inez    $16,500.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21389 Koegler,Erica Louise    $73,284.44 STLOU Social Work PROF, AST
21390 Koertel,Michael A    $47,063.46 STLOU Academic Advising, Arts & Scie STUDENT SERVICE COOR I
21391 Koe ng,Cathy Ware    $85,828.61 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH
21392 Kolar,Samantha Catherine    $35,804.92 STLOU University Communicaons BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21393 Koler,Ian Mahew    $41,514.48 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT SR
21394 Kon,Lindsey Nicole     $7,137.90 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21395 Kong,Na Young    $58,113.25 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST
21396 Korte,Mykelann    $61,180.54 STLOU Facilies Planning & Design INTERIOR DESIGNER SR
21397 Koscielski,Stephanie Dawn    $68,684.27 STLOU Clinical Experiences SR DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
21398 Kosnik,Lea-Rachel Defne    $109,024.77 STLOU Economics PROFESSOR
21399 Kot,Jenna Eileen    $31,063.78 STLOU Campus Housing RESIDENT HALL COOR
21400 Kovaluk,David Andrew    $50,037.02 STLOU KWMU FM Radio STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
21401 Kowert,Marilyn Helene    $50,070.29 STLOU Student Financial Aid ACCOUNTANT SR
21402 Kozak,Troy Nicolas      $250.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21403 Kozloski PhD,Thomas M    $155,430.90 STLOU Accounng Area PROF, ASOC
21404 Kramer,Carl Edward    $53,953.19 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL
21405 Kreiner,Cecilie    $11,476.74 STLOU Child Advocacy Center EVENT ASSISTANT SR
21406 Kridel,Donald J    $90,981.72 STLOU Economics PROF, ASOC
21407 Krohe,Burk Patrick    $45,707.09 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
21408 Krul,Ryan W    $45,906.36 STLOU Communicaon PROF, AST TEACH
21409 Kruse,Jody Louise    $12,375.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21410 Kryah,Rachel Elizabeth    $70,471.91 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
21411 Kuensng,Laura L    $106,467.82 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH
21412 Kujath,Roger Alan    $30,015.65 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21413 Kvale,Jennifer     $5,400.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21414 Kwarta,Jared A.    $22,612.48 STLOU Colege of Optometry SUPPORT SYSTEMS ADMIN-ENTRY
21415 Kyle JR,Wiliam C    $140,082.40 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROFESSOR
21416 Kyles,Shanta Latrice    $40,210.25 STLOU Social Work ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21417 La Manna,Anna Marie    $46,169.99 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21418 Lacy,Jusn Keith     $7,000.00 STLOU Management Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21419 Lair,Alaina Catherine    $25,342.32 STLOU Student Enrichment/Achievement OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT I
21420 Land,Sonya Elen     $4,900.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21421 Landgraf,Thomas Joseph    $111,490.50 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, ASOC CLINCL
21422 Landwier,Michael James    $43,700.97 STLOU UMSL Police SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
21423 Lane,Emily K    $69,786.80 STLOU Management Area PROF, AST TEACH
21424 Lange,David Anthony     $7,000.00 STLOU Communicaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21425 Langeslag,Sandra Juliee    $64,345.13 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, AST
21426 Lanier-Shipp,Elizabeth Erin    $72,343.13 STLOU University Development DIR ADVANCEMNT ACTIVITIES
21427 Lappin,Lauren Elizabeth    $44,428.80 STLOU Athlecs AST COACH
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21426 Lnir-Shipp,Elizabeth Erin    $72,343.13 STLOU Univesity Development DIR ADVANCEMNT ACTIVITIES
21427 Lappin,Lauren Elizabeth    $44,428.80 STLOU Athlecs AST COACH
21428 Larash,Sarah Katherine     $5,011.00 STLOU Psychological Services OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT I
21429 Latham,Jhanae Daniele    $32,835.06 STLOU Educ Academic Support & Admin BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21430 Lato,Tracy Anthony    $50,689.44 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
21431 Laubacker,Kyle Brian    $30,645.53 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21432 Lauer,Daniel John    $139,042.93 STLOU Dean Colege of Business DIR II BUSINESS ADMIN
21433 Lauren,Melissa Rose    $54,956.13 STLOU Office of Research Administrat BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE I
21434 Lauritsen,Janet Lynn    $127,644.03 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce PROFESSOR
21435 Lawrence,Brooke Ashley    $30,587.02 STLOU ITS Operaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE I
21436 Lawton,Brian    $30,027.49 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21437 LeBrel,Carrie Ann     $7,083.09 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
21438 LeDuc,James David     $7,500.00 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21439 Leatherberry,Michele Thelma    $38,096.83 STLOU Student Financial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21440 Leathers,Rebecca Lynn    $48,999.94 STLOU Graduate Related Acvies PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21441 Lehocky,Daniel Leroy    $10,500.00 STLOU Philosophy INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21442 Leifeld,John Paul    $56,972.01 STLOU University Development DIR II ADVANCEMENT
21443 Leighton,Lori Ann    $28,490.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21444 Lemon,Wiliam John    $83,090.74 STLOU Office of Research Administrat SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
21445 Leslie,Lawrence H    $26,051.00 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21446 Lester,Burnea S    $30,905.00 STLOU Community Innov & Acon Ctr RESEARCH CONSULTANT I
21447 Leveque,Michael R.    $75,944.32 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health ASOC DIR HEALTHCARE PROGRAMS
21448 Leverenz,Tayler Renee    $56,699.35 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div MGR I BUSINESS ADMIN
21449 Lewis Jr,Cornel Edward    $51,140.30 STLOU Graduate School MGR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21450 Lewis,Birda B    $30,826.57 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21451 Lewis,Carrie    $17,277.07 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21452 Lewis-Thompson,Marissanne Rose    $52,504.56 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21453 Li,Haitao    $178,923.29 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs PROFESSOR
21454 Li,Lixing    $40,435.28 STLOU Office of Int Stud & Programs STUDENT SERVICE COOR I
21455 Li,Yan     $2,144.00 STLOU Advanced Credit ADJUNCT
21456 Liao,Yuguo    $78,273.89 STLOU Polical Science PROF, ASOC
21457 Liddel,Brandy Shane    $31,610.25 STLOU Athlecs OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21458 Lidgus,Jonathan A    $69,922.94 STLOU SUCCEED Program DIR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21459 Likitlersuang,Jirapat    $52,476.16 STLOU Colege of Nursing RESEARCH CONSULTANT
21460 Lilienkamp,Jonathan Andrew    $51,469.08 STLOU Academic IT Services SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-SPECLST
21461 Lim,Hyun Jin    $11,333.38 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21462 Lim,Junhee    $30,637.88 STLOU Office of Int Stud & Programs EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
21463 Lincks,Michael Cameron    $14,755.32 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21464 Lincoln,Jaime L    $36,600.95 STLOU Admissions ENROLLMENT ADVISOR
21465 Lippmann,Rachel D.    $58,705.50 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21466 Llanos,Samuel     $3,000.00
STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21467 Locke,Levi Jusn    $63,002.01 STLOU ITS Operaons STRAT COMM CONSULTANT SR
21468 Lodes,Lisa Diane    $19,298.76 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21469 Lodge,Marjorie    $21,748.88 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21470 Loin,Brenda J     $6,500.00 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21471 Lois,Niquita Marie     $9,000.00 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21472 Loon,Sharon Lynn     $2,700.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21473 Lohmann,Brenna Marie    $49,022.88 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST SR
21474 Lomax,Tewania    $48,502.69 STLOU Graduate Related Acvies ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
21475 Long-Pease,Jessica Marie    $87,405.48 STLOU Student Life Operaons SR DIR STUDNT SUPPRT SVCS
21476 Lovelace,Robert Donald    $15,200.02 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21477 Lowry,Carla Sue    $16,797.96 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH/LAB TECHNICIAN SR
21478 Loyd,Vanessa    $86,060.08 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH
21479 Luabeya,Ntshila Vicky    $37,534.87 STLOU Student Financial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21480 Lucas,Jane Emily     $9,857.73 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
21481 Lucke,Juliana    $26,340.00 STLOU Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL
21482 Lucz,John Joseph    $45,107.27 STLOU Maintenance Operaons AUTO CONTROL MECHANIC
21483 Lugger,Jamie Melissa    $50,915.54 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21484 Luo,Rensheng    $68,125.76 STLOU Chemistry PROF, ASOC RESRCH
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21483 Luggr,Jamie Melissa    $50,915.4 STLOU Cnte for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21484 Luo,Rensheng    $68,125.76 STLOU Chemistry PROF, ASOC RESRCH
21485 Luong,Andy Alan    $33,063.92 STLOU VC Academic Affairs PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21486 Luong,Paul Duy     $6,092.00 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21487 Lupton,Ashleigh Lynn     $9,066.60 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGY INTERN
21488 Luther,Jessica Marie    $51,410.33 STLOU KWMU FM Radio BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
21489 Mack,Elisa J    $31,128.84 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21490 Mack-Hansen,Kiriana Alia    $58,119.40 STLOU KWMU FM Radio ADVANCEMENT OFFICER SR
21491 Maczynski,David D.    $47,296.87 STLOU Academic IT Services SFTWARE SUPPRT ANALYST-EXPERT
21492 Madden,Donna Lee    $13,866.40 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH/LAB TECHNICIAN SR
21493 Magnuson,Nancy M    $121,793.68 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, CLINCL
21494 Mahari,Patricia A    $22,065.09 STLOU Library OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21495 Maher,Timothy M    $89,564.44 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce PROF, TEACH
21496 Mai,Liuqing    $75,967.88 STLOU Finance Area PROF, ASOC TEACH
21497 Majors,Tivoli    $48,167.13 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div MGR II BUSINESS ADMIN
21498 Majzoub,Eric H    $78,568.72 STLOU Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR
21499 Makubuya,Timothy    $75,165.24 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST
21500 Malon,Robert Anthony    $29,302.22 STLOU Mercanle Library SECURITY OFFICER
21501 Malone,Wilard F    $28,319.84 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21502 Maloney,Jasmine Sharee    $28,010.88 STLOU Biology OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21503 Maltby,Deborah Kadison     $7,400.00 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21504 Manela,Alison Nicole    $13,154.39 STLOU Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
21505 Mang,Mary Patricia    $23,443.20 STLOU Cashiers Office OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
21506 Manies,Shawne Marie    $83,964.70 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
21507 Manion,Anita Marie    $86,676.79 STLOU Polical Science PROF, AST
21508 Mann,Jessica Leet    $23,000.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21509 Mannarino,Julie Ann    $65,127.15 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH LAB MANAGER
21510 Mannino,Tony    $14,000.00 STLOU Chemistry PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT
21511 Mano,Haim    $20,000.02
STLOU Graduate Related Acvies EMERITUS
STLOU Graduate Related Acvies EMERITUS
21512 Manore,Brienna LeShe'    $26,836.80 STLOU Advanced Credit OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT I
21513 Mana,Jessica Kathleen     $5,940.02 STLOU Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
21514 Mantych,Elizabeth A    $54,508.74 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH
21515 Markou,Stela I    $56,483.93 STLOU Music PROF, ASOC
21516 Marks,Linda R    $104,340.87 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, ASOC CLINCL
21517 Marquart,Jason Vincent    $69,373.88 STLOU Office of Int Stud & Programs SR AST DIR STUDNT SUPPRT SVCS
21518 Marsh,Ashley    $61,457.83 STLOU University Campaign AST DIR ADVANCEMENT
21519 Marsh,Larry A     $9,085.00 STLOU Office of Int Stud & Programs STUDENT SERVICE COOR I
21520 Marshal,Ramona C     $6,511.57 STLOU Social Work TEMPORARY CLERICAL
21521 Marn,Jenny Ann    $36,087.42 STLOU University Communicaons DIR I STRAT COMMUNICATIONS
21522 Marn,Kevin M    $13,050.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21523 Marnez,Alejandra    $40,246.83 STLOU Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
21524 Marnez,Laura Elizabeth     $6,300.00 STLOU Dept of Art & Design INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21525 Marty,Amy Joy    $40,250.90 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21526 Marvin,Helena Margaret    $54,421.10 STLOU Library LIBRARIAN II
21527 Matches,Samantha Mae    $67,758.03 STLOU Student Financial Aid SR AST DIR STUDNT SUPPRT SVCS
21528 Maase,Ninfa Betcy     $2,575.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21529 Mahews,Julie K    $53,893.88 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21530 Mayen,Sandra Amir Donato Deng    $36,588.24 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21531 Mayer,Nancy Denise    $42,032.24 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, ASOC TEACH
21532 Mays,Wiliam    $15,626.40 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21533 McAlister,Shannon Michele     $9,000.00 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21534 McAlum,Lynea Patrice    $38,929.32 STLOU Student Enrichment/Achievement ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21535 McBride,Joseph Abraham    $37,984.92 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21536 McCann,Cynthia Elen    $28,880.00 STLOU Advanced Credit BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21537 McClure,Erica    $39,303.92 STLOU Career Services STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21538 McClure,Erin Michele    $67,794.06 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST
21539 McCluskey,Mahew Joseph    $38,557.27 STLOU Cashiers Office BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21540 McCudden,Sara Suzanne    $14,582.88 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21541 McCune,Terry Whington    $28,656.09 STLOU Maintenance Operaons OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21540 McCudden,Sara Suzanne    $14,582.88 STLOU MIMH-Rsearch & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21541 McCune,Terry Whington    $28,656.09 STLOU Maintenance Operaons OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21542 McDermo,Courtney M    $49,262.00 STLOU Social Work PROF, ASOC TEACH
21543 McDonald Jr,David Paul    $45,930.45 STLOU Maintenance Operaons AUTO CONTROL MECHANIC
21544 McDonald,Charles Thomas    $38,447.79 STLOU KWMU FM Radio ON-AIR TALENT RADIO
21545 McDowel,Lynda Mae    $58,877.44 STLOU Chemistry PROF, AST TEACH
21546 McEwen,Thomas Wayne    $58,673.55 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE LIEUTENANT
21547 McGahan,Brenna Elizabeth    $54,067.02 STLOU ITS Operaons PROGRAMMER ANALYST-SPECLST
21548 McGinnis,Jon D    $95,159.96 STLOU Philosophy PROFESSOR
21549 McGraw,David Keith    $43,567.96 STLOU Academic Advising, Arts & Scie ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21550 McGrosso,John    $64,816.46 STLOU Music PROFESSOR
21551 McIlvaine,Laura Nicole    $23,800.04
STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21552 McKanry,Jennifer B    $72,890.46 STLOU Center for Teaching & Learning PRGM DIRECTOR, AST
21553 McKelvie,Thomas Sco    $45,819.19 STLOU English PROF, ASOC TEACH
21554 McKnight,Jennifer M.    $71,607.30 STLOU Dept of Art & Design PROF, ASOC
21555 McMilian,Joshua James    $37,316.00 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
21556 McQuinn,Daryl Wayne    $75,950.21 STLOU KWMU FM Radio SR MGR BROADCAST OPERATIONS
21557 Mclain,Tyler Wayne    $53,757.09 STLOU Colege & Units ASOC DIR ADVANCEMENT
21558 Meadows,Elen E.    $56,407.76 STLOU COE Advising and Prof Exp MGR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21559 Meckfessel,Michele D    $153,082.13 STLOU Accounng Area PROF, ASOC
21560 Medved,Megan     $7,879.45 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT I
21561 Meininger,Kimberly     $5,400.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21562 Melching,Thomas B    $36,253.69 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SERVICES ATTENDANT
21563 Mel,Elizabeth Agnes     $4,000.00 STLOU Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21564 Melem,Maren Elizabeth Hamlet    $55,648.75 STLOU Child Advocacy Center ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
21565 Meler,Deborah Lynn    $37,447.99 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST SR
21566 Mendelsohn,Wiliam L    $85,714.48 STLOU Dean Colege of Educaon SR DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
21567 Mendez-Alm,Olivia Teresa    $56,783.80 STLOU Admissions ASOC DIR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21568 Mendoza,Joanna Rosalie    $69,419.10 STLOU Music PROFESSOR
21569 Menkovic,Dijana    $40,738.24 STLOU Office of Int Stud & Programs STUDENT SERVICE COOR I
21570 Meriac,John Patrick    $172,366.14 STLOU Management Area PROF, ASOC
21571 Merri,Stephanie Marie    $128,516.80 STLOU Management Area PROFESSOR
21572 Meyers,Debra M    $35,677.16 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21573 Meyers,Jennifer Lynn    $49,868.85 STLOU University Development ADVANCEMENT OFFICER
21574 Meyers,Monica Lee    $34,266.58 STLOU Office of Research Administrat ACCOUNTANT I
21575 Meyers,Victoria Ann    $27,100.40 STLOU Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21576 Mian,Ahmad Mobeen    $38,995.54 STLOU Cashiers Office ACCOUNTANT I
21577 Michael,Amy K    $49,916.03 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, AST TEACH
21578 Michailidis,Nikos    $45,000.00 STLOU Anthropology PROF, AST TEACH
21579 Middendorf,Tyler Joseph    $71,734.48 STLOU Facilies Planning & Design CSM PROJECT MANAGER
21580 Middleton IV,Richard T    $79,298.82 STLOU Polical Science PROF, ASOC
21581 Middleton,Jessica    $30,600.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21582 Miguel,Kathleen    $28,947.28 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21583 Milburn,Laurie Anne    $11,000.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21584 Miles,Judith Lynn     $6,770.00 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21585 Miler,Caroline Donahue    $69,031.06 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21586 Miler,Christopher Rok    $70,422.16 STLOU Student Enrichment/Achievement DIR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21587 Miler,Elizabeth Anne     $6,805.00 STLOU KWMU FM Radio TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
21588 Miler,Keith W    $138,242.38 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROFESSOR
21589 Miler,Laura Ann    $125,487.48 STLOU History PROFESSOR
21590 Miler,Louise    $45,600.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21591 Miler,Megan Jo    $36,663.60 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21592 Miler,Renita S.    $50,554.77 STLOU Internaonal Business Inst. PRGM MGR I STUDNT SUPPRT SVCS
21593 Miligan,Blaine Charles    $29,973.98 STLOU English OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21594 Milstein,Mitchel Alan    $52,641.73 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs PROF, AST TEACH
21595 Miner,Alexandra Faith     $3,300.00 STLOU Athlecs TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
21596 Minks,Joshua T    $27,750.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21597 Minks,Melissa Beth     $6,000.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21598 Mirchandani,Dinesh A    $197,006.37 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area PROFESSOR
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21597 Minks,Melissa Beth     $6,000.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21598 Mirchandani,Dinesh A    $197,006.37 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area PROFESSOR
21599 Mitchel,Amber Michele     $5,850.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21600 Mitchel,Mary Ann    $57,311.63 STLOU Athlecs ASOC ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
21601 Mode,Jessica Nicole    $38,485.32 STLOU Student Life Operaons STUDENT SERVICE COOR I
21602 Moehrle,Stephen R    $214,812.82 STLOU Accounng Area PROFESSOR
21603 Mohan,Mary Jo    $40,508.18 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21604 Molitor,Ryan James    $36,424.92 STLOU Colege of Optometry STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21605 Monier,Shely Lynn     $3,850.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21606 Monroe,Mark A    $86,446.79 STLOU ITS Operaons INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER
21607 Moody,Susan C    $47,189.40 STLOU Business Academic Advisors & C STUDENT SERVICE COOR SR
21608 Moon,Madison Lynn    $50,787.58 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
21609 Moore Beckerle,Carla Jeanne    $34,350.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21610 Moore,Kathleen Moira    $76,643.28 STLOU Computer Educaon & Training EDUCATIONAL PGM MANAGER
21611 Moore,Michael Stephen    $37,019.10 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
21612 Moore,Sydney Renee    $64,547.43 STLOU Campus Departments Chancelor EXEC AST TO THE GEN OFFICR
21613 Moore,Tchule    $36,880.34 STLOU Social Work ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21614 Mora,Giovanni S    $39,436.38 STLOU Facilies Construcon BTS
21615 Mora,Marie Theresa    $198,666.96 STLOU VC Academic Affairs PROVOST
21616 Morgan-Cox,Eric Lamont    $12,681.69 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21617 Moritz,Jennifer Lynn     $4,500.00 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21618 Morris,Jerome Elis    $151,777.15 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROFESSOR
21619 Morrison,Michael Gene    $50,019.18 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MTS
21620 Morrow Sr,Dewan Stephan    $35,056.42 STLOU Facilies Construcon BTS
21621 Moses-Nunley PhD,Dianna N    $56,353.57 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21622 Moskowitz,Kara Alexandra    $67,723.38 STLOU History PROF, ASOC
21623 Mosley,Adam David    $35,819.97 STLOU Computer Educaon & Training BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21624 Moss,Madison McKinney    $18,250.02 STLOU Colege of Optometry RESIDENT, CLINCL
21625 M baa,Abderrahmen    $97,402.96 STLOU Computer Science PROF, AST
21626 Muchhala,Nathan C    $96,492.64 STLOU Biology PROF, ASOC
21627 Muehlrath,Kathryn    $15,900.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT
21628 Muhammad,Leonora Chrisne    $12,300.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21629 Mulderig,John P    $129,588.12 STLOU Accounng Services ADMINISTRATIVE CONSULTANT SR
21630 Muloy,Rebecca    $45,723.72 STLOU University Tutoring Center ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
21631 Munkel,Karen Lynn    $48,173.37 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
21632 Munn,Edward    $135,069.60 STLOU Dean Honors Colege DEAN
21633 Muns,Raleigh Clayton    $57,811.79 STLOU Library LIBRARIAN II
21634 Munteanu,Gregory Alexander    $47,506.90 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21635 Murphy,Kely Elizabeth    $16,425.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21636 Murphy,Natalie    $149,333.28 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH
21637 Murphy,Theresa L    $69,566.28 STLOU Colege of Optometry ADMIN CONSULTANT I
21638 Murray,Eliza    $20,986.50 STLOU History RESRCH AST
21639 Murray,Janet Y    $232,230.66 STLOU Markeng Area PROFESSOR
21640 Murray,Johnna    $73,101.72 STLOU Accounng Area PROF, AST TEACH
21641 Muse,Angela Marie     $6,000.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21642 Mussman,Denise Carpenter    $48,863.49 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, TEACH
21643 Myers,Emily Marie    $12,000.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21644 Nabhan,Tareq Issam    $96,142.37 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL
21645 Naes,Emmy Lou    $20,908.80 STLOU University Child Developmentl PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21646 Nagel,Joseph Francis     $5,400.00 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21647 Nanney,John T    $89,454.60 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, AST CLINCL
21648 Naslund,Jessica Jean     $4,320.00 STLOU SUCCEED Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21649 Naumann Jr,Joseph A     $6,172.00 STLOU Economics INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21650 Naumann,Michael Steven    $57,415.53 STLOU Infrastructure Services SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
21651 Navin,Lynn M    $81,619.12 STLOU Dean Colege of Educaon SR DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
21652 Nay Lor,Jesse A    $26,866.00 STLOU Mercanle Library SECURITY OFFICER
21653 Neal,Ashley Alyson    $15,000.00 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21654 Neff,Courtney Beth     $6,793.68 STLOU Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
21655 Nelson,Chloe Elizabeth    $35,257.39 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21656 Nelson,Mary L    $19,257.52 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, ADJUNCT
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21655 elson,Chloe Elizabeth    $35,57.39 STLOU MIMH-Prv Outreach Prof Ed RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21656 Nelson,Mary L    $19,257.52 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, ADJUNCT
21657 Nelson,Ryan W    $27,528.72 STLOU Performing Arts Operaons STAGE SERVICES ASSISTANT LEAD
21658 Nelson,Timothy Andrew    $12,644.00 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21659 Nelson,Timothy P    $57,851.45 STLOU Library LIBRARIAN II
21660 Neles,Tanya D    $53,647.91 STLOU UA-Administraon EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
21661 Neuman,Jil Ann    $85,561.52 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR SR
21662 Newman,Cara L.    $60,608.33 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21663 Nguyen,Kevin    $32,141.88 STLOU Colege of Optometry CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
21664 Nichols,Malachi Akeem     $2,000.00 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21665 Nichols,Michael R.    $75,924.26 STLOU Chemistry PROFESSOR
21666 Niemeyer,Christopher    $51,410.01 STLOU Library LIBRARIAN II
21667 Niemeyer,Lucas Lincoln    $36,067.20 STLOU Academic IT Services SYSTEM SUPPORT ANALYST-ENTRY
21668 Nikbeen,Ahmad Khalid    $37,348.52 STLOU Student Financial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21669 Noel,Jeffrey G    $79,693.99 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROF, AST RESRCH
21670 Nolan,Jennifer J    $64,925.14 STLOU Anthropology PROF, ASOC TEACH
21671 Nol,Birgit    $113,719.11 STLOU Academic Advising, Arts & Scie DEAN, ASOC
21672 Nol,Linda Marie     $5,400.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21673 Nolau,Chelsea Ann    $48,184.80 STLOU Execuve Events MGR EVENT SERVICES
21674 North,Wayne Alan    $59,462.69 STLOU ITS Operaons PROJECT MANAGER-EXPERT
21675 Nuele,Katlynn Chrisne    $18,465.00 STLOU COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21676 O'Brien,Diane Beckerle    $58,021.75 STLOU Social Work PROF, ASOC TEACH
21677 O'Brien,James J    $100,573.61 STLOU Chemistry PROFESSOR
21678 O'Brien,Kathryn Glenn    $15,000.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21679 O'Daniels,Katherine Anne    $68,958.96 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST TEACH
21680 O'Neil,Valnita Lynn    $31,553.40 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21681 O'Neil,Amanda Jo    $38,065.40 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER
21682 O'Neil,James John    $50,731.51 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MTS
21683 O'Reily,Deborah Sanders    $41,346.60 STLOU Ctr Character & Cizenship PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
21684 O'Steen Jr.,James Michael    $67,535.39 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div DIR I BUSINESS ADMIN
21685 Obermark,Lauren E    $62,330.50 STLOU English PROF, ASOC
21686 Ofem,Brandon Rowan Ibiang    $145,502.69 STLOU Management Area PROF, AST
21687 Okin,Deborah Tova Friedman     $1,394.00 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT I
21688 Olbrantz,Sarah Marie    $28,840.00 STLOU Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL
21689 Olin,Lauren    $61,736.88 STLOU Philosophy PROF, AST
21690 Olivares,Stephanie     $4,052.36 STLOU Colege of Optometry CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
21691 Olivas,Wendy M    $95,118.74 STLOU Biology PROF, ASOC
21692 Oliveira,Emily Kathryn    $61,794.30 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST CLINCL
21693 Oliver,Theda Renee    $34,289.84 STLOU Colege of Nursing OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21694 Omori,Marisa    $68,477.19 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce PROF, AST
21695 Opfer,David E.    $38,136.37 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SERVICES ATTENDANT
21696 Opfer,Dennis J    $42,621.43 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MTS
21697 Orsi,Benedea     $6,600.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21698 Oschman,Nicholas Andrew    $16,595.75 STLOU Philosophy FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL
21699 Ostercamp,Neil Lewis     $5,300.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21700 Ostergaard,Carolyn A    $47,418.13 STLOU Colege of Optometry OPTICIAN
21701 Overton,Kimberly Nicole    $25,599.20 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT I
21702 Owen,James Oliver Sydney    $56,099.85 STLOU Child Advocacy Center PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
21703 Owens,David    $54,534.30 STLOU Library LIBRARIAN II
21704 P K Ziebatree,Melanie E     $9,000.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21705 Pabisz,Trista L    $11,847.50 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21706 Pacini,Tracy Jeanne    $23,660.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21707 Painter,Madalyn C.    $76,739.23 STLOU KWMU FM Radio DIR I STRAT COMMUNICATIONS
21708 Painter,Mary Angelica    $42,429.41 STLOU Center for Teaching & Learning CURRICULUM AND ASSESSMENT COOR
21709 Palisch,Nicholas Greg    $62,542.00 STLOU Colege of Optometry DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPERATIONS
21710 Palmer,John    $120,866.83 STLOU Management Area PROF, ASOC TEACH
21711 Palombo,Peter Stephen    $48,211.24 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER
21712 Pan,Jianli    $113,905.68 STLOU Computer Science PROF, ASOC
21713 Pande,Ashish    $11,400.00 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21714 Parker,Patricia G    $135,407.95 STLOU Biology PROFESSOR
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     $18.00
     $17.94
     $22.44
   $49,320.00
   $72,338.36
   $64,226.00
   $112,333.33
     $10.00
   $31,008.00
   $62,449.36
     $14.50
   $72,501.15
   $64,808.29
     $16.49
   $69,000.00
     $19.44
     $23.90
    $9,900.00
   $40,000.00
    $4,950.00
     $23.21
     $12.94
   $56,549.96
   $59,315.26
    $9,000.00
   $20,310.00
   $35,640.00
   $76,570.04
   $60,000.00
   $63,046.97
   $102,039.55
     $20.93
   $101,193.00
   $11,400.00
2020-21 Salary Report
STLOU*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21713 Pnd,Ashish    $11,400.00 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21714 Parker,Patricia G    $135,407.95 STLOU Biology PROFESSOR
21715 Parsons,Gina Denise    $13,235.17 STLOU Polical Science OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21716 Passareli,Rebecca Emily-Louise    $27,706.93 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL
21717 Patel,Mohit    $32,378.34 STLOU Chemistry RESRCH ASOC
21718 Pathak,Seemanni Madhukar    $137,426.82 STLOU Management Area PROF, ASOC
21719 Paerson,Elizabeth Jusne    $42,691.08 STLOU Colege of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21720 Paerson,Laura J    $69,340.43 STLOU Academic IT Services MANAGER IT
21721 Paubel,Layne Turner    $32,994.94 STLOU Graduate Related Acvies ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21722 Paul,Lori L    $62,860.16 STLOU Biology PROF, AST TEACH
21723 Paul,Robert Harris    $211,720.46 STLOU MIMH-Administraon ACADEMIC DIR
21724 Payne,Amelia Rose     $4,800.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21725 Payne,Kaylen Contrele     $2,044.50 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
21726 Pearson,Stacy Renee    $41,875.96 STLOU Colege of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21727 Pedraza,Andres Javier    $33,766.32 STLOU Office of Int Stud & Programs ENROLLMENT ADVISOR
21728 Peet,Benjamin     $3,000.00 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21729 Pelegrini,Ekin    $192,877.38 STLOU Management Area PROF, ASOC
21730 Pennington,John Stephan    $28,912.44 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21731 Peoples,Channon D    $68,677.76 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program DIR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21732 Perez II,Johnson Joseph    $53,503.80 STLOU Academic Advising, Arts & Scie ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
21733 Perry,Trina R    $29,939.69 STLOU UMSL Postal Services MAIL CARRIER I
21734 Perschbacher,Joshua David    $46,424.63 STLOU Vice Provost Student Affairs MGR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21735 Persson,Alyssa Marie    $39,802.59 STLOU Mercanle Library LIBRARIAN I
21736 Peterson,Sco    $62,562.91 STLOU English PROF, ASOC
21737 Pey,Janice M.    $27,463.41 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21738 Pey,Tyrome    $65,136.33 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit ASOC REGISTRAR
21739 Pey,Margaret Rose    $24,743.70 STLOU Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT I
21740 Phelps,Joshua Maylon     $4,214.10 STLOU KWMU FM Radio TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
21741 Philippi,Carissa Louise    $68,165.49 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, AST
21742 Philips,Briania Rene    $75,569.66 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
21743 Philips,Emily    $17,000.00 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21744 Philips,Sarah Katherine    $39,571.80 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21745 Piatnitskaia,Galina N    $79,855.38 STLOU Computer Science PROF, TEACH
21746 Piccinini,Gualero    $80,672.14 STLOU Philosophy CURATORS DISTINGUISHED PROFESS
21747 Pickard,Joseph G.    $67,235.50 STLOU Social Work PROF, ASOC
21748 Pickering,Lindsay Ann    $51,085.28 STLOU Athlecs AST ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
21749 Picucci,Stephen Mahew    $47,887.07 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
21750 Piper,Brandie Marie    $10,000.00 STLOU Communicaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21751 Pizzela,Daniele M    $14,800.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21752 Polak,Coleen Marie     $8,000.00 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21753 Ponder,Debra Jo    $31,008.00 STLOU Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL
21754 Pope,Holy M    $40,141.91 STLOU Dean Honors Colege STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
21755 Portel,Kyle Dilon    $32,938.21 STLOU Student Financial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21756 Porterfield,Shirley Lynn    $77,788.98 STLOU Social Work PROFESSOR
21757 Pos,Daniele Marie     $4,269.62 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
21758 Pra,Wayne J    $64,090.19 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21759 Prae,Brenda S    $45,409.79 STLOU Biology SR RESRCH ASOC
21760 Preston,Rebecca Naomi    $62,012.27 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH LAB MANAGER
21761 Preuss,Timothy A    $50,455.15 STLOU ITS Operaons DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-SPECLST
21762 Proffer,Kae Dawn    $40,342.88 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER
21763 Prouhet,Paula Marie    $71,467.88 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
21764 Provencio,Daniel     $7,700.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21765 Pucci,Coral D    $97,757.67 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL
21766 Puls,Alegra Aurora    $30,375.00 STLOU Academic IT Services SYSTEM SUPPORT ANALYST-EXPERT
21767 Quigley,Maureen R    $67,230.92 STLOU Dept of Art & Design PROF, ASOC TEACH
21768 Quinlan,Constance    $36,409.65 STLOU Educ Academic Support & Admin BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21769 Quinn,Andrea N    $46,555.80 STLOU Infrastructure Services SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-SPECLST
21770 Quinn,Elizabeth Grace    $38,486.89 STLOU Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
21771 Rahm,Alexander     $4,137.60 STLOU Colege of Optometry DRIVER
21772 Rainey,Cherryl    $11,100.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
   $118,141.93
     $14.05
   $47,500.08
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  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21771 Rhm,Alexander     $4,137.60 STLOU Colege of Optometry DRIVER
21772 Rainey,Cherryl    $11,100.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21773 Ramachandran,Sunitha    $21,454.90 STLOU UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21774 Range,Angela Marie     $4,724.96 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21775 Rao,Mohith     $1,360.00 STLOU Community Innov & Acon Ctr TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
21776 Rao,Prabhakar Aroor    $87,831.16 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs PROFESSOR
21777 Rapko,Emily K    $59,131.92 STLOU Career Services SR PRGM MGR STUDNT SUPPRT SVCS
21778 Rapsilber,Kenneth Mahew    $43,353.54 STLOU Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
21779 Rashid,Syed Tariq     $8,743.55 STLOU Center for Teaching & Learning OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21780 Rathmann,Rodney L    $15,900.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT
21781 Ratliff,Mark Harris    $53,538.75 STLOU Computer Educaon & Training INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER I
21782 Rebe,Kathryn L    $58,344.49 STLOU Academic IT Services SUPPORT SYSTEMS ADMIN-SPECLST
21783 Recktenwald,Chrisne M    $20,150.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21784 Redden,Diana Michele    $48,105.58 STLOU Business Academic Advisors & C STUDENT SERVICE COOR SR
21785 Redmond,Erika Lynn    $26,650.00
STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21786 Reed,Briany Rose    $34,484.20 STLOU Colege of Optometry FIN AND ACCTG SPECIALIST
21787 Reed,Spencer M.    $42,244.47 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21788 Reese,Catherine Jo    $18,600.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21789 Reeves,Judith Ann    $62,033.58 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
21790 Regester,April Jayne    $92,534.46 STLOU Dean Colege of Educaon PROF, ASOC
21791 Reid,Roxanne    $76,311.74 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
21792 Reinhart,Amber Marie    $118,846.79 STLOU Communicaon PROF, ASOC
21793 Reinsch,Mahew Jason     $1,581.01 STLOU Chemistry RESEARCH ENGINEERING TECH I
21794 Reiss,Philip E.    $55,775.65 STLOU Infrastructure Services SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
21795 Remier,Michael Charles    $70,005.92 STLOU Infrastructure Services SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
21796 Renschen,Patrick Charles    $25,652.09 STLOU Dept of Art & Design RESEARCH/LAB TECHNICIAN SR
21797 Reynolds Moehrle,Jennifer    $167,904.87 STLOU Accounng Area PROFESSOR
21798 Rhode,Jerie Marie    $25,840.00 STLOU Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL
21799 Rhodes,Karen C    $51,753.48 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21800 Rhomberg,Mary Beth    $101,117.90 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, ASOC CLINCL
21801 Rice,Alexander M    $48,135.86 STLOU KWMU FM Radio STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE I
21802 Richardson,Jennifer Lynn    $43,678.48 STLOU Dean Honors Colege ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21803 Richardson,Kori Michele    $43,019.32 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21804 Richter,Elizabeth Rose    $41,085.50 STLOU Library MGR I BUSINESS ADMIN
21805 Riedel,Edward Girard    $70,953.67 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
21806 Riegerix,Steven Joseph    $37,300.00 STLOU Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21807 Rifner,Lois Jean    $27,337.64 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21808 Rivers,Daphne Marie    $27,267.52 STLOU Center for Teaching & Learning BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21809 Rivet,Jeffrey James    $22,038.04 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
21810 Roberts,Jusn L    $104,868.75 STLOU University Communicaons AST VICE CHANCELLOR
21811 Robertson,Jeffrey Del    $11,400.00 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21812 Robinson,Dawn S    $31,950.00 STLOU Computer Educaon & Training INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21813 Robinson,Heather Renata    $41,401.90 STLOU Admissions ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21814 Robinson,Karen Margaret    $64,322.49 STLOU Library LIBRARIAN II
21815 Robinson,Philip    $60,375.01 STLOU Dept of Art & Design PROF, ASOC
21816 Robinson,Rochele R    $47,029.19 STLOU Office of Research Administrat ACCOUNTANT SR
21817 Robison,Kent Andrew    $31,008.00 STLOU Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL
21818 Robison-Leiva,Mary Michele    $27,742.85 STLOU Colege of Optometry CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
21819 Rogen,Jessica Sarah Saltzman    $47,056.85 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
21820 Rogers,Mark Joseph    $11,493.29 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MGR BROADCAST OPERATIONS
21821 Rogers,Rebecca L    $90,950.86 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROFESSOR
21822 Rohloff I,Waldemar Mark    $63,433.86 STLOU Philosophy PROF, ASOC TEACH
21823 Rook,Edward Patrick     $1,500.00 STLOU Athlecs TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
21824 Rose,David C    $129,792.47 STLOU Economics PROFESSOR
21825 Rose,Erika Alexandra    $28,350.23 STLOU Clinical Experiences STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21826 Rosenbaum,Jason A    $59,047.36 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21827 Rosenkoeer,Alan Charles     $2,200.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21828 Rosenthal,Patricia Anne    $74,098.50 STLOU Social Work ACADEMIC DIR
21829 Ross,Chanua Kosa    $59,657.88 STLOU Professional Learning & Innova PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21828 Rosenthal,Patricia Anne    $74,098.0 STLOU Socil Work ACADEMIC DIR
21829 Ross,Chanua Kosa    $59,657.88 STLOU Professional Learning & Innova PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
21830 Ross,Emily    $80,927.08 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs PROF, TEACH
21831 Ross,Robert    $29,514.48 STLOU Library LIBRARY INFO SPECIALIST SR
21832 Roman,Joseph    $195,221.39 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area PROFESSOR
21833 Rubin,Jusn Morgan    $41,929.80 STLOU Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21834 Rucker Jr,Bily Don    $55,403.27 STLOU Ctr Character & Cizenship EDUCATIONAL PRGM COOR SR
21835 Ruff,Corinne Susan    $50,721.37 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21836 Ruiz,Aaron Philip    $42,154.64 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21837 Rushing,Tiffini Patrice    $37,080.13 STLOU Student Financial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21838 Russo,Joseph     $4,500.00 STLOU Biology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21839 Rydel,Timothy John     $6,000.00 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21840 Saak,Debora Ann    $19,033.20 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH/LAB TECHNICIAN SR
21841 Sacke,Leah Marie    $13,700.00
STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Communicaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21842 Sager,Ilgin    $67,442.74 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs PROF, AST TEACH
21843 Sakharova,Julia    $62,007.05 STLOU Music PROF, ASOC
21844 Sale,Elizabeth W    $98,179.39 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROF, ASOC RESRCH
21845 Saleska,Diane Debra    $71,381.10 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH
21846 Samples,Robert    $131,899.27 STLOU Campus Departments Chancelor CHIEF OF STAFF
21847 Sampson,Elizabeth    $56,524.36 STLOU VC Academic Affairs PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
21848 Samtani,Satabdi    $67,312.93 STLOU Ctr Character & Cizenship RESRCH SCIENTIST/ACADEMIC
21849 Samuelson,Emily Jane    $48,546.82 STLOU Athlecs AST COACH
21850 Sanders,Kaitlyn Mikaela    $79,878.44 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
21851 Sandidge,Isaac Sco    $43,235.53 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21852 Sanford,Kaje E    $41,888.22 STLOU Student Financial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21853 Sauter,Vicki L    $131,317.60 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area PROFESSOR
21854 Scales,Lindsey Lorraine    $46,605.72 STLOU Library LIBRARIAN I
21855 Schacht,Megan M     $3,235.64 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21856 Schaeffer,Erin Kathleen    $39,802.19 STLOU Colege of Optometry EDUCATIONAL PGM COOR I
21857 Schaler,Elise Coleen    $59,924.19 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
21858 Schalom,James Michael    $98,452.81 STLOU Colege & Units DIR I ADVANCEMENT
21859 Scharf,Jessica Lynn     $7,206.85 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
21860 Scheetz,Christopher    $82,415.38 STLOU ITS Operaons ASSOC DIRECTOR IT
21861 Scheid,Stephen Thomas    $61,455.10 STLOU Economics INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21862 Schepker,Emily Marie-Louise    $40,019.46 STLOU Student Financial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21863 Scheuler,Leslie Marian     $4,095.00 STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21864 Schiessl,Christoph Eugen    $47,557.70 STLOU Dean Honors Colege PROF, ASOC TEACH
21865 Schliesser,Blake Ready    $35,564.12 STLOU Vice Provost Student Affairs BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21866 Schmeiderer,Clara Elizabeth    $33,904.82 STLOU Harris World Ecology Center BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21867 Schmid,Eric Daniel    $46,999.25 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
21868 Schmidt,John Travis Eichi    $32,133.76 STLOU Ctr Character & Cizenship COMMUNICATIONS ASSISTANT SR
21869 Schmi,Frank Bernhardt    $44,191.75 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT
21870 Schmi,Glee Ann     $4,146.45 STLOU SUCCEED Program TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
21871 Schmi,Jesse Alen     $8,640.26 STLOU Athlecs AST ATHLETIC TRAINER
21872 Schmi,Judith Anne    $46,527.96 STLOU Library LIBRARIAN I
21873 Schmitz,Lindsay N.    $58,620.51 STLOU Library LIBRARIAN II
21874 Schneider,Blake S     $2,666.00 STLOU Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21875 Schneider,John Bernard    $15,004.48 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH CONSULTANT
21876 Schneider,Joseph Christopher    $22,974.43 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21877 Schnuriger,Kathryn    $50,181.30 STLOU Colege of Nursing ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
21878 Schoenherr,Karl Wiliam    $16,525.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21879 Scho,Christopher Ryan    $64,862.00 STLOU English PROF, AST TEACH
21880 Schrand,Michael    $52,316.99 STLOU KWMU FM Radio ON-AIR TALENT RADIO
21881 Schreyer,Kurt A    $64,458.43 STLOU English PROF, ASOC
21882 Schroeter,Joshua David    $43,937.68 STLOU Academic IT Services SFTWARE SUPPRT ANALYST-SPECLST
21883 Schuessler,McKenzie J    $14,753.03 STLOU Admissions STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
21884 Schultz,Geralyn Mary    $19,500.01 STLOU Management Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21885 Schwab,Sarah Craon    $41,861.27 STLOU Student Financial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21886 Schwartz,Zachary Ryan    $11,429.00 STLOU Polical Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²21885 Schwab,Sarah Craon    $41,861.27 STLOU Student Fiancial Aid STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
21886 Schwartz,Zachary Ryan    $11,429.00 STLOU Polical Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21887 Sconyers,Tajanee Raquel     $1,552.00 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
21888 Sco,Amanda Megan    $65,259.95 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
21889 Sco,Lauren Jeanee    $59,620.18 STLOU Child Advocacy Center MGR I BUSINESS ADMIN
21890 Sco,Lisa Karen    $11,900.00 STLOU Dept of Art & Design INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21891 Scruggs Hicks,Maya M.    $52,719.51 STLOU Student Enrichment/Achievement AST DIR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
21892 Sears,Kae Nicole Bradshaw     $9,000.00 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST ADJUNCT
21893 Seely,Shane R    $58,258.67 STLOU English PROF, ASOC
21894 Segal,Uma A    $95,335.01 STLOU Social Work CURATORS DISTINGUISHED PROFESS
21895 Seipel,Tiffany Lynn    $33,636.78 STLOU Dean of Arts & Sciences BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21896 Selinger,Ronald    $13,000.00 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21897 Selers,Christopher Wayne     $1,800.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21898 Selph,Eva Maureen     $8,673.00 STLOU Psychological Services OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT I
21899 Seymour,Daniel Crighton    $53,223.37 STLOU KWMU FM Radio DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPERATIONS
21900 Seymour,Michele Marie     $3,423.80 STLOU Office of Int Stud & Programs TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
21901 Shah,Syeda Nosheen     $4,800.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21902 Shanklin,John    $47,969.70 STLOU Academic IT Services SYSTEM SUPPORT ANALYST-EXPERT
21903 Shapiro,Sarah Ann    $31,118.90 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21904 Sharpe,Mary Elizabeth    $65,719.27 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
21905 Shelton,Brian    $27,112.36 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21906 Shen,Fuxing n/a STLOU Chemistry RESRCH AST
21907 Sheng,Hainan    $57,237.02 STLOU Finance Area PROF, AST
21908 Sher,Philip Fei-Yu    $31,713.00 STLOU Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WORKER SR
21909 Shilcrat,Stewart Joel    $45,338.37 STLOU University Development ADVANCEMENT OFFICER
21910 Shivers,Beatrice A    $44,156.21 STLOU Ctr Character & Cizenship PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
21911 Shoemaker,Amanda     $7,200.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21912 Sholy,Carol S    $65,423.72 STLOU Instuonal Research RESEARCH CONSULTANT I
21913 Shrensker,Jennifer Loren    $78,637.40 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs PROF, ASOC TEACH
21914 Shuls,James V    $74,881.16 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, ASOC
21915 Shy,Lindsay Zoelner    $48,968.02 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div MGR I BUSINESS ADMIN
21916 Sichling,Florian    $58,472.49 STLOU Social Work PROF, AST
21917 Siciliani,Jennifer L    $73,921.06 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, TEACH
21918 Siddiqui,Saad Tariq    $18,666.23 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST SR
21919 Siebel,Keith Andrew    $31,711.68 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
21920 Signorino,Russel D     $4,000.00 STLOU Polical Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21921 Silver,Antoine L    $27,160.82 STLOU Maintenance Operaons FLOOR CARE TECH
21922 Simmons,Angel Novel    $98,154.23 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL
21923 Simms,Briany Michele     $9,583.35 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGY INTERN
21924 Simms,Jennifer Spearman    $66,496.56 STLOU ITS Operaons BUSINESS TECH ANALYST-PRINCPL
21925 Simon,Samantha Jones    $25,872.64 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce PROF, AST
21926 Singer,Jonathan W    $11,200.00 STLOU Finance Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21927 Singer,Nancy R    $105,552.30 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, ASOC
21928 Singh,Anshuman    $121,131.88 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area PROF, ASOC
21929 Singh,Vivek Kumar    $141,251.73 STLOU Mgmt. Info Systems Area PROF, AST
21930 Sinks,Glen Alan    $27,900.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21931 Sinks,Janet Sue    $27,900.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21932 Sippel,Jeffrey    $68,065.03 STLOU Dept of Art & Design PROFESSOR
21933 Sise,Daniel M    $36,884.00 STLOU Polical Science PROF, AST/PROFL PRACT
21934 Sisley,Mark    $30,291.07 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21935 Slapac,Alina    $72,629.93 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, ASOC
21936 Slocum,Lee A    $113,670.53 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce PROFESSOR
21937 Slone,Stephen Wayne    $20,382.15 STLOU Athlecs CERTIFIED ATHLETIC TRAINER
21938 Smaistrla,Kathryn M    $46,313.47 STLOU Maintenance Operaons PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
21939 Smal,Nassia S    $105,088.48 STLOU VC Academic Affairs AST PROVOST
21940 Smith Sodey,Julie Elizabeth    $76,274.68 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST TEACH
21941 Smith,Andrew L    $51,115.72 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
21942 Smith,Anna Chrisne    $28,748.69 STLOU Admissions ENROLLMENT ADVISOR
21943 Smith,Brianna C    $22,300.00 STLOU Markeng Area MGR EVENT MANAGEMENT
STLOU Connuing Business Educaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²
21943 Smith,Brianna C    $22,300.00
STLOU Markeng Area MGR EVENT MANAGEMENT
STLOU Connuing Business Educaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21944 Smith,Carol Jean    $28,654.21 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21945 Smith,Cornelius D    $25,069.53 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21946 Smith,Deana L    $73,823.60 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, ASOC CLINCL
21947 Smith,Dusn Lee    $41,926.54 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER
21948 Smith,Jeffrey Sco    $12,293.76 STLOU Biology RESRCH SCIENTIST/ACADEMIC
21949 Smith,Judith Lynn     $5,400.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21950 Smith,Kevin Atkins    $45,821.09 STLOU Athlecs AST ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
21951 Smith,Laurence Douglas    $49,437.97 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs EMERITUS
21952 Smith,Marisa X.    $65,969.68 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE CAPTAIN
21953 Smith,Michael V    $133,063.24 STLOU Music PROF, ASOC
21954 Smith,Micheal Stanley    $13,600.00 STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21955 Smith,Quinten Eugene    $34,371.95 STLOU Cashiers Office BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21956 Snider,Elizabeth Anne    $50,978.69 STLOU Dean Colege of Business EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
21957 Sobolik PhD,Krisn    $358,426.44 STLOU Campus Departments Chancelor CHANCELLOR
21958 Sokolowski,Kimberly Marie    $22,543.91 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL
21959 Song,Kim H    $110,721.32 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROFESSOR
21960 Sorenson,Paul Joseph    $78,338.91 STLOU Community Innov & Acon Ctr SR DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
21961 Spates,Gloria Jean    $27,511.97 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
21962 Speck,Angelique Denise    $23,271.84 STLOU University Child Developmentl CHILD DEV ASSOCIATE
21963 Speicher,Brian L    $67,447.70 STLOU Economics PROF, ASOC TEACH
21964 Spence,Bobby G    $62,704.48 STLOU Facilies Construcon CONSTRUCTION MANAGER I
21965 Spencer,Chrisne R    $47,284.05 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
21966 Spiling,Christopher    $185,329.96 STLOU Office of Research Administrat VICE CHANCELLOR
21967 Spingola,Marc    $84,622.84 STLOU Biology PROF, ASOC TEACH
21968 Spinks,Renele Lorae    $44,299.02 STLOU Mulcultural Student Services ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
21969 Spiri,Jusn Mahew    $41,900.27 STLOU Chemistry FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL
21970 Stabler,Maureen Kathryn     $2,119.60 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
21971 Stageman,Lisa    $37,936.57 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit STUDENT SERVICE COOR I
21972 Stahr,Jason A    $68,385.04 STLOU Performing Arts Operaons DIR I EVENT SERVICES
21973 Staley,Lynn M    $72,737.03 STLOU English PROF, TEACH
21974 Stalins,Daniele Nicole    $26,563.07 STLOU Business Academic Advisors & C STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21975 Stanger,Albert Gerard    $54,135.66 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs PROF, AST TEACH
21976 Stanger,Kimberly K T    $43,209.44 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21977 Stanuch,Jennifer Marie    $56,096.03 STLOU Child Advocacy Center ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
21978 Stark,Catlynn J    $37,282.73 STLOU UMSL Police SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
21979 Stark,Patrick Joseph    $99,078.43 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL
21980 Starkey,James P    $48,887.14 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MGR I CSM OPERATIONS
21981 Steffen,Ann    $93,766.34 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROFESSOR
21982 Stein,Linda    $36,788.44 STLOU Colege of Optometry STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
21983 Stelern,Sarah Ann    $29,939.35 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
21984 Stephens,Tom Ray    $48,500.04 STLOU Professional Learning & Innova PROF, AST TEACH
21985 Sterling,Anonee Glenda    $44,483.76 STLOU Student Enrichment/Achievement ACADEMIC ADVISOR
21986 Stevens,Tanisha Nicole    $124,073.43 STLOU Special Units Office of Equal VICE CHANCELLOR
21987 Stewart II,Lester Eugene    $50,079.47 STLOU Milennium Student Center Ops SR AST DIR STUDNT SUPPRT SVCS
21988 Stewart,Gayle Catherine Theresa    $29,357.64 STLOU Colege of Optometry CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
21989 Stewart-Perkins,Krisne Diane    $22,200.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21990 Slman,Eric D    $49,334.73 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MTS
21991 Sne,Keith    $93,912.52 STLOU Chemistry PROFESSOR
21992 Stofer,David Alan    $23,709.96 STLOU COE Advising and Prof Exp STUDENT SERVICE COOR SR
21993 Stoner,Andrew L    $40,031.23 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER
21994 Stratmann-Sebol,Mindy Moureen    $47,776.65 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
21995 Struck,Steven D    $54,655.04 STLOU Environmental Health & Safety HEALTH PHYSICS TECHNICIAN SR
21996 Stubblefield,Gwendolyn    $22,200.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
21997 Stuerke,Pamela S    $139,143.61 STLOU Accounng Area PROF, ASOC
21998 Sturgeon,Lisa M    $28,001.88 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
21999 Stue,Brenda    $55,622.94 STLOU Office of Research Administrat BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE I
22000 Suhre,Terry    $66,942.35 STLOU Dept of Art & Design PROF, RESRCH
22001 Sulivan,Christopher    $87,819.39 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS DIR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22000 Suhr,Terry    $66,942.3 STLOU t of Art & Design PROF, RESRCH
22001 Sulivan,Christopher    $87,819.39 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS DIR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
22002 Sulivan,Erin Marie    $44,183.98 STLOU New Student Programs PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
22003 Sulivan,Timothy    $10,984.00 STLOU Physics and Astronomy INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22004 Sumpter,Shea Ausn    $12,500.00 STLOU Athlecs AST COACH
22005 Sun,Yuanlu    $72,765.95 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST
22006 Sundvold,Robert Alen    $82,277.18 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
22007 Swan,David McClain    $31,802.14 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SERVICES ATTENDANT
22008 Swanstrom,Todd Frederick    $149,631.54 STLOU Polical Science PROFESSOR
22009 Swartzwelder,Mary Ann     $1,100.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22010 Swederske,Jessica Lynn    $51,015.16 STLOU Special Units Office of Equal DEI CONSULTANT
22011 Sweeney Dohrman,Sarah    $87,701.70 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL
22012 Swindle,Monica S    $23,095.02
STLOU Sociology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22013 Swiney II,Colonel    $73,530.97 STLOU Facilies Construcon CONSTRUCTION MANAGER I
22014 Swoboda,Moriah Hope      $882.00
STLOU Biology TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
STLOU Biology TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
22015 Sykora,Chrisne Michele    $30,077.74 STLOU Clinical Experiences STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22016 Tacke,Mary L    $52,864.25 STLOU Registraon & Degree Audit AST REGISTRAR
22017 Tansey,Patrick Michael    $48,615.33 STLOU Library SYSTEM SUPPORT ANALYST-SPECLST
22018 Taube,Rachel J    $61,834.28 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed ASOC DIR RESEARCH INST PRGMS
22019 Taussig,Lela Eunice    $42,963.24 STLOU COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR
22020 Taylor PhD,Amber E.B.     $4,448.50 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
22021 Taylor,Alicia Krisn    $50,181.34 STLOU Admissions AST DIR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
22022 Taylor,Ann R    $172,799.64 STLOU Dean Colege of Educaon DEAN
22023 Taylor,Brandon Travez    $44,499.96 STLOU Mulcultural Student Services ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
22024 Taylor,Gregory Lee     $5,500.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22025 Taylor,Karen    $36,156.89 STLOU University Child Developmentl EDUCATIONAL PGM COOR I
22026 Taylor,Kely Ann     $7,300.00
STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22027 Taylor,Latorie Daniele    $37,708.68 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
22028 Taylor,Lisa Lynnee    $24,571.78 STLOU Polical Science OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
22029 Taylor,Mahew J    $122,940.21 STLOU Dean of Arts & Sciences DEAN, ASOC
22030 Taylor,Michele Lafaye    $31,456.00 STLOU CoBA General OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
22031 Taylor,Terrance James    $73,818.05 STLOU Criminology & Criminal Jusce PROF, ASOC
22032 TeStroete,Susan Michele    $15,262.50 STLOU University Development AST DIR ADVANCEMENT
22033 Thatcher,Anne    $55,539.94 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
22034 Thater,Paul Michael    $68,360.54 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22035 Thaxton,Mary Jane    $58,086.66 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
22036 Thedford,Jovonya    $25,168.49 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
22037 Thiel,Teresa    $164,092.16 STLOU Graduate School SR DIRECTOR
22038 Thieman,Dawn Chrisne    $41,026.88 STLOU Educ Research & External Funds PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
22039 Thomas,Mariah Beth    $39,788.57 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER
22040 Thomas,Natalie Grace     $7,548.20 STLOU KWMU FM Radio TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
22041 Thomas,Simone    $11,160.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22042 Thomas-Sims,Tiffany Nicole    $33,928.71 STLOU Admissions ENROLLMENT ADVISOR
22043 Thompson,Cassidy Devon    $46,514.40 STLOU Study Abroad Program ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
22044 Thompson,Daryl L    $54,560.54 STLOU ITS Operaons SECURITY ANALYST-EXPERT
22045 Thompson,Jacqueline Louise    $53,478.15 STLOU Communicaon PROF, ASOC
22046 Thompson,Tiffani Paige    $29,323.26 STLOU Cashiers Office OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
22047 Thota,Srinivas Silpi    $21,024.00 STLOU Biology TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
22048 Thurmond,Mary Melinda    $46,030.20 STLOU Colege & Units OFFICE SUPPORT ASSOCIATE
22049 Tian,Yan    $85,327.82 STLOU Communicaon PROFESSOR
22050 Tierney,Zakery R    $43,352.08 STLOU Admissions ACADEMIC ADVISOR
22051 Tishey,Laura Ruth    $41,111.01 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
22052 Tkach,Christopher David     $2,500.00 STLOU Polical Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22053 Tokac,Umit    $88,074.99 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST
22054 Toler,Lindsay Michele    $63,009.77 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
22055 Toohey,Michael    $68,322.78 STLOU Infrastructure Services SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22056 Torbert,Benjamin C    $62,688.77 STLOU English PROF, ASOC
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22055 Toohy,Michael    $68,322.78 STLOU Infrsructure Services SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22056 Torbert,Benjamin C    $62,688.77 STLOU English PROF, ASOC
22057 Torres,Susana    $26,028.06 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
22058 Torrusio,Ann T    $50,180.11 STLOU Dean Honors Colege PROF, ASOC TEACH
22059 Towery Jr,Jason Levar    $19,673.23 STLOU Admissions STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
22060 Tramble,Travis J    $20,377.81 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
22061 Tranel,Mark    $20,612.50 STLOU Community Innov & Acon Ctr ACADEMIC DIR
22062 Trapani,Sandra L    $63,701.42 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, TEACH
22063 Travers,Melissa A.    $31,361.32 STLOU Cashiers Office OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
22064 Traylor,Susan    $11,100.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22065 Treadway,Richard J    $46,222.31 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MTS
22066 Trevathan,John Houston    $57,130.99 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, AST TEACH
22067 Trimble,Leah Victoria    $36,215.92 STLOU Chemistry BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22068 Trinkler,Ashleigh Angeline    $24,082.90 STLOU Colege of Optometry CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
22069 Tripathi,Vishwakant    $26,350.04
STLOU Graduate Related Acvies INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Graduate Related Acvies INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22070 Trochuck,Claribel Rivera    $19,800.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22071 Tse,Yiuman    $249,137.57 STLOU Finance Area PROFESSOR
22072 Tu,Jessica    $102,299.59 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL
22073 Tucker,Beverly D    $73,351.58 STLOU Child Advocacy Center PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
22074 Tyler,Kelye Charisse    $30,924.40 STLOU CoBA General OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
22075 Tyson,Claire Elise    $21,906.82 STLOU Music OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
22076 Ubbelohde,Robert James    $101,726.24 STLOU Dean of Arts & Sciences PROF, ASOC RESRCH
22077 Udani Jr,Adriano Anthony A    $98,080.65 STLOU Polical Science PROF, ASOC
22078 Ueda,Keiko    $46,009.75 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, ASOC TEACH
22079 Usui,Chikako    $73,951.32 STLOU Sociology PROF, ASOC
22080 Valen,Rachel S.H.     $4,891.24 STLOU SUCCEED Program PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
22081 Van Gessel,Chrisne Ann    $10,179.40 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health PSYCHOLOGIST
22082 Van Hoesen,Kathryn Anne     $5,400.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22083 Van Stee,Stephanie K    $71,413.55 STLOU Communicaon PROF, ASOC
22084 Van Uum,Elizabeth    $73,631.25 STLOU Public Affairs AST VICE CHANCELLOR
22085 Van Wert,Paul David    $54,742.71 STLOU Accounng Area PROF, AST TEACH
22086 VanDeVoorde,Tara K    $71,618.93 STLOU Human Resources AST DIR HUMAN RESOURCES
22087 Vance I,Steven    $24,887.76 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
22088 Vandermause,Roxanne Kay    $174,256.34 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROFESSOR
22089 Vanvoorden,Barbara    $44,273.56 STLOU English PROF, TEACH
22090 Varkey,Sapna Ann    $27,600.64 STLOU Polical Science PROF, AST
22091 Vasconceles,Erin Brooke    $69,432.95 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS PSYCHOLOGIST
22092 Vaughn,David Jeremey     $8,700.00 STLOU Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22093 Vaughn,Kae Rochele    $74,914.71 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
22094 Veljkovich,Svetlana    $55,930.48 STLOU Student Financial Aid SR AST DIR STUDNT SUPPRT SVCS
22095 Vermilion,Mary Rose     $7,690.00 STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22096 Vilarreal,Doris    $68,321.90 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST
22097 Vilmer,Marn Robert    $36,844.87 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SERVICES ATTENDANT
22098 Vincenz,Felix Thaddaeus    $79,872.94 STLOU MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov PROF, AST RESRCH
22099 Vines,Jennifer    $37,716.80 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH
22100 Vogan,Randal T    $96,532.59 STLOU Accounng Services DIR I FINANCE
22101 VonJensen,Tyler Lane    $44,653.60 STLOU Career Services STUDENT SERVICE COOR I
22102 Vondras,Shannon Elgin    $51,650.19 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
22103 Vosevich,Sco J    $51,110.27 STLOU Maintenance Operaons ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
22104 Voskoboynikova,Ala    $50,216.18 STLOU Music PROF, TEACH
22105 Voss,Kenneth L    $127,467.42 STLOU Infrastructure Services DIRECTOR IT
22106 Voss,Lynn K    $57,274.74 STLOU Sue Shear Academy DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPERATIONS
22107 Voss,Phelisie Celeste    $47,154.05 STLOU ITS Operaons PROJECT MANAGER-SPECLST
22108 Votaw,Katheryn Lynn Blankmeyer    $47,517.56 STLOU Dean Honors Colege PROF, AST TEACH
22109 Waalkes,Philip Lee    $73,319.76 STLOU Educ Sciences & Prof Pgms PROF, AST
22110 Wagan,Prima M    $74,893.66 STLOU Public Affairs ADMINISTRATIVE CONSULTANT I
22111 Wagstaff,Jason    $90,643.40 STLOU ITS Operaons DIRECTOR IT
22112 Wahl,Cory Jean    $46,387.56 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
22113 Walenk,Stephen David    $53,544.59 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM MANAGER
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2020-21 Salary Report
STLOU*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22112 W hl,Cory Jean    $46,387.6 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
22113 Walenk,Stephen David    $53,544.59 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM MANAGER
22114 Walker,Stacey Leanne    $17,000.04
STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22115 Wal,Eamonn W    $107,940.97 STLOU English PROFESSOR
22116 Walace,Chandra Lanaye     $4,049.85 STLOU Colege of Optometry CLINICAL TECHNICIAN I
22117 Walace,LarGlendal     $2,100.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22118 Walace,Patricia A    $26,829.11 STLOU University Child Developmentl CHILD DEV ASSOCIATE
22119 Walis,Salie C    $49,520.63 STLOU Colege of Optometry MGR I BUSINESS ADMIN
22120 Wamser,Rachel Ann    $101,619.80 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, AST
22121 Wang,Xuemin    $209,615.94 STLOU Biology PROFESSOR
22122 Ward,Emily Claire    $56,258.52 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
22123 Ward,Gregory Kenneth    $48,326.52 STLOU Maintenance Operaons GROUNDS SUPERVISOR
22124 Warger,Kimberly Sue    $16,250.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22125 Warner,Michele Lee    $10,500.00 STLOU Communicaon INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22126 Warren,Jacquelyn Ann    $63,830.52 STLOU Campus Housing DIR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
22127 Waterford Jr,Henry Cecil    $32,689.52 STLOU Ctr Character & Cizenship MEDIA PRODUCER I
22128 Watson,Emily Elizabeth Marie    $50,532.00 STLOU Health, Counseling, DAS NURSE PRACTITIONER
22129 Wa,Kathryne Dwiggins    $68,635.66 STLOU English PROF, AST TEACH
22130 Wa,Laura DeVore    $22,624.24 STLOU Center for Teaching & Learning TEMPORARY CLERICAL
22131 Was,Josephine     $7,258.14 STLOU University Child Developmentl CHILD DEV AIDE
22132 Was,Nykea Tamika    $37,650.40 STLOU Graduate School STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22133 Wawrzyniak,Karen Elizabeth    $24,199.71 STLOU Mulcultural Student Services OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
22134 Webb I,James Os    $47,815.02 STLOU Office of Int Stud & Programs BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
22135 Webb,Ericka Patricia    $44,225.77 STLOU Human Resources EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
22136 Weber,Kathryn R    $20,880.00
STLOU Sociology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22137 Welch,Kimberly    $66,657.16 STLOU English PROF, AST
22138 Welch,Sara Nicole    $24,635.15 STLOU Biology OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
22139 Welcome,Suzanne E    $52,824.26 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22140 Wels-Glover,Linda    $44,682.26 STLOU Social Work PROF, TEACH
22141 Wen,He    $152,176.25 STLOU Accounng Area PROF, ASOC
22142 Werner,Kimberly Borkowski    $101,452.32 STLOU Colege of Nursing PROF, ASOC
22143 West,Briney Nicole    $34,294.83 STLOU Mercanle Library LIBRARY INFO SPECIALIST SR
22144 West,Nicole Leeann     $7,500.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22145 West,Yolanda Renee    $17,431.42 STLOU Child Advocacy Center ASOC DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
22146 Westermann,Ken Ivan    $21,901.70 STLOU Milennium Student Center Ops STAGE SERVICES ASSISTANT LEAD
22147 Westhoff,Laura    $87,229.52 STLOU History PROFESSOR
22148 Wheeler,Samuel Hough    $27,334.08 STLOU Admissions OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
22149 Wheelington,Tania Kandicia    $35,345.83 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAL SUPERVISOR
22150 Whitaker,James Stephen    $48,862.22 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT
22151 White,Hannah    $27,645.48 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, AST
22152 White,Jack David    $14,000.08
STLOU Finance Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Finance Area INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22153 White,Janice M    $39,618.14 STLOU Colege of Optometry STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
22154 White,Kamila    $91,184.66 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, ASOC
22155 White,ShaQuina Danae    $40,648.80 STLOU COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR
22156 White,Stacey Jo    $22,200.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22157 White,Violaine Lucienne    $42,967.16 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, AST TEACH
22158 Whieck,Erin Lee    $72,807.08 STLOU Center for Teaching & Learning PRGM DIRECTOR, AST
22159 Wiland,Eric G    $71,562.28 STLOU Philosophy PROFESSOR
22160 Wilgers,Tamara Michele    $96,368.22 STLOU Office of Research Administrat DIR II BUSINESS ADMIN
22161 Wilkerson,Iriah Kadale    $32,659.25 STLOU Admissions ENROLLMENT ADVISOR
22162 Wilking,Janet Braddock    $67,618.61 STLOU Chemistry PROF, ASOC
22163 Wilkins,Julia     $3,500.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
22164 Wilkinson,Joann Frances    $55,840.65 STLOU Finance & Administraon Div TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
22165 Wilkinson,Kyle C    $44,273.82 STLOU ITS Operaons DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-ENTRY
22166 Wilks,Chelsey Rochele    $35,855.17 STLOU Dept of Psychological Science PROF, AST
22167 Wilard,Christopher Ryan    $69,232.74 STLOU ITS Operaons DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22168 Wiley,Sarah Nicole    $69,389.72 STLOU Alumni Acvies ASOC DIR ADVANCEMENT
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2020-21 Salary Report
STLOU*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22167 Wilard,Christopher Ryan    $69,32.74 STLOU ITS Operaons DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22168 Wiley,Sarah Nicole    $69,389.72 STLOU Alumni Acvies ASOC DIR ADVANCEMENT
22169 Wiliams,Brendan Barnes    $53,067.55 STLOU KWMU FM Radio STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
22170 Wiliams,Catherine    $52,100.55 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
22171 Wiliams,Chad Daniel    $15,025.25 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
22172 Wiliams,Chrisna Lucido     $4,800.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22173 Wiliams,Dixie Lea    $83,035.31 STLOU Admissions ASOC VICE CHANCELLOR
22174 Wiliams,Douglas L.    $54,047.01 STLOU Academic IT Services BUSINESS TECH ANALYST-PRINCPL
22175 Wiliams,Megan Marie    $11,840.00 STLOU Colege of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22176 Wiliams,Sha Lai L    $77,134.96 STLOU Social Work PROF, ASOC
22177 Wiliams,Stanly     $4,685.00 STLOU Biology OPERATIONS SUPPORT TECH I
22178 Wiliams,Stephanie Goron    $42,087.15 STLOU Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
22179 Wilson Jr,Charles R    $48,504.08 STLOU Dean Honors Colege PROF, AST TEACH
22180 Wilson,Daniele Robyn    $51,627.87 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
22181 Wilson,Sherlie S    $45,617.06 STLOU Student Financial Aid OFFICE SUPERVISOR
22182 Wilson,Tonna Alisia    $33,436.50 STLOU COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR
22183 Wilson,Vernia Lyne     $2,100.00 STLOU Pre-Colegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22184 Wiltse,Emily Taylor    $20,106.71 STLOU Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
22185 Winfrey,Sophia Louise    $20,829.49 STLOU MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
22186 Winkler,Anne Elizabeth    $119,255.88 STLOU Economics PROFESSOR
22187 Winograd,Rachel Pearl    $92,359.58 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROF, ASOC RESRCH
22188 Wion,Sarah Elizabeth    $63,202.82 STLOU University Development AST DIR ADVANCEMENT
22189 Wise,Marquea    $39,152.48 STLOU KWMU FM Radio OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT SR
22190 Witwer,Chelsea Dianne     $3,500.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
22191 Wojtkowski,Kari Anne    $17,000.00 STLOU Physics and Astronomy INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22192 Wolfe,Kenneth Joseph     $7,190.00 STLOU Dean Honors Colege INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22193 Wolin,Christopher D    $47,824.89 STLOU Biology PROF, AST TEACH
22194 Wolk Hefner,Chrisna Louise     $5,962.50 STLOU Computer Educaon & Training INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22195 Wombles,Timothy Wayne    $52,919.37 STLOU University Communicaons STRAT COMM MANAGER
22196 Womer,Norman Keith    $116,670.30 STLOU Dean Colege of Business DEAN
22197 Wong,Chung Fun    $97,812.62 STLOU Chemistry PROFESSOR
22198 Wood,Claire Ashley    $73,742.14 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROF, AST RESRCH
22199 Wood,David Owen    $35,639.17 STLOU Admissions STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
22200 Woodbury,Emily Elizabeth    $53,020.88 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR I
22201 Woodhouse,Shawn    $106,937.98 STLOU Dean Colege of Educaon DEAN, ASOC
22202 Woodruff,Jodi Michele    $82,714.86 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon PROF, AST RESRCH
22203 Woods,David Craig    $52,671.81 STLOU UMSL Police POLICE LIEUTENANT
22204 Woodson,Janeece    $49,658.80 STLOU University Tutoring Center ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR
22205 Woolfolk,Candice L    $62,695.58 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESRCH SCIENTIST/ACADEMIC
22206 Worth,Corey Julius    $28,169.12 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
22207 Woytus,Marn James    $36,357.56 STLOU COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR
22208 Wright,Briany    $94,921.33 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL
22209 Wright,Jamie Louise     $1,682.85 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health COUNS HLTH/WELFARE/WELLNESS SR
22210 Wright,Jarvis Ramon    $20,706.20 STLOU Maintenance Operaons CUSTODIAN I
22211 Wright,Pa    $16,300.98
STLOU Anthropology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
STLOU Anthropology ADJUNCT
22212 Wu,Yuefeng    $69,360.41 STLOU Mathemacs and Stascs PROF, AST
22213 Wunderlich,Walter Brian    $29,615.19 STLOU Maintenance Operaons BUILDING MAINT MECHANIC
22214 Yang,Karen Lynn    $52,893.07 STLOU KWMU FM Radio MEDIA PRODUCTION DIRECTOR II
22215 Yingst,Nicole Marie    $31,362.93 STLOU Center for Behavioral Health FIN AND ACCTG ASSISTANT
22216 Yoder Kreger,Susan J    $49,146.70 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, TEACH
22217 York-Garesche,Jeanine Marie     $4,400.00 STLOU Music INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22218 Yoshi,Hiroko    $38,413.84 STLOU Language & Cultural Studies PROF, AST TEACH
22219 Young,Dwayne D.    $20,652.00 STLOU Colege of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT
22220 Young,Ryan Patrick    $46,008.04 STLOU Athlecs HEAD COACH
22221 Young,Sydney Cartwright    $18,509.80 STLOU MIMH-Research & Evaluaon RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
22222 Younger,Dan    $72,929.68 STLOU Dept of Art & Design PROFESSOR
22223 Yount,Deann Jenifer Alexander     $8,000.00 STLOU Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT
22224 Zahn,Patricia A    $80,768.89 STLOU VC Academic Affairs BUSINESS SVCS CONSULTANT SR
22225 Zamachaj,Melanie C    $47,922.21 STLOU Educ Effecveness & Accred RESEARCH PROJECT ANALYST
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STLOU*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22224 Zhn,Patricia A    $80,768.89 STLOU VC Acadmic Affairs BUSINESS SVCS CONSULTANT SR
22225 Zamachaj,Melanie C    $47,922.21 STLOU Educ Effecveness & Accred RESEARCH PROJECT ANALYST
22226 Zarucchi,Jeanne Morgan    $75,758.95 STLOU Dept of Art & Design PROFESSOR
22227 Zewoch,Mary Beth    $43,462.05 STLOU Library LIBRARY INFO SPECIALIST SR
22228 Zhang,Gaiyan    $172,927.46 STLOU Finance Area PROFESSOR
22229 Zimmerman,Edward F    $32,652.94 STLOU Maintenance Operaons MAINTENANCE SERVICES ATTENDANT
22230 Zitzer,Michael Dennis     $3,000.00 STLOU Educ Preparaon & Leadership PROF, AST ADJUNCT
22231 Zoeler JR,Charles J    $47,423.84 STLOU Maintenance Operaons BUILDING MAINT MECHANIC
22232 Zolman,Bethany Karlin    $95,739.82 STLOU Biology PROF, ASOC
22233 Zsidisin,George    $230,047.86 STLOU Supply Chain Mgmt & Analycs PROFESSOR
22234 Zwarun,Lara    $71,505.20 STLOU Communicaon PROF, ASOC
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  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²
22235 Abrogouah,Eddi Roland Paul    $111,948.96 UMSYS Investments Office FIN AND ACCTG CONSULTANT SR
22236 Adams,Jonathan F    $56,890.54 UMSYS eLearning INTERNET ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
22237 Adams,Lucinda    $65,938.96 UMSYS State Historical Society ASOC DIR RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
22238 Adams,Melinda Marie    $151,543.92 UMSYS VP Human Resources AST VICE PRESIDENT
22239 Adkins,Katlynn Maureen    $53,920.08 UMSYS Strategic Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
22240 Aguayo,Moises    $36,263.94 UMSYS eLearning STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
22241 Aldrich,Eric Michael    $83,875.04 UMSYS eLearning TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE COOR
22242 Alexander,Jennifer Lynn    $114,379.88 UMSYS Procurement Operaons DIR II BUSINESS ADMIN
22243 Alen,Adria L    $70,622.04 UMSYS Procurement Operaons FINANCE SYSTEMS SPECIALIST SR
22244 Alen,Melinda Beth    $44,583.02 UMSYS VP Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST SR
22245 Amos-Landgraf,Melissa Lee    $111,262.08 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng DIR I FINANCE
22246 Anderson,Sarah Kathleen    $181,755.00 UMSYS Investments Office ADMINISTRATIVE CONSULTANT SR
22247 Angel,Natasha J    $135,141.12 UMSYS MOREnet EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
22248 Anich,Gregory M    $39,710.72 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22249 Arand,Benjamin Joseph    $56,465.48 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng FIN AND ACCTG CONSULTANT
22250 Asbury,Beth M    $133,898.64 UMSYS Facilies Planning and Devl DIR I FINANCE
22251 Azmeh,Ashley Renee    $53,310.24 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM CONSULTANT
22252 Baker,Jessica Ann    $104,969.64 UMSYS Rerement DIR I HUMAN RESOURCES
22253 Baker,Pamela S    $37,747.14 UMSYS Risk & Insurance Mgmt BUSINESS SUPPORT ANALYST I
22254 Baker-Aley,Thara Sabri    $73,260.23 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22255 Barber,Lance Anthony    $54,628.07 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22256 Barnes,Lindsey Renee    $54,101.92 UMSYS Treasury and Real Estate ADMIN CONSULTANT I
22257 Barre,Marla Lynn    $60,982.44 UMSYS Intelectual Property Admin FIN AND ACCTG MANAGER
22258 Barre,Paula    $72,688.80 UMSYS Chief of Staff Dept ADMIN CONSULTANT I
22259 Barwick,Nicholas James    $28,423.26 UMSYS eLearning MEDIA PRODUCER SR
22260 Beal,Caitlin Anne    $57,137.96 UMSYS Benefits HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT SR
22261 Beavers,Jenele Marie    $107,295.95 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22262 Bechtoldt,Marcel G    $90,043.38 UMSYS eLearning SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22263 Beck,Carmen Lynn    $65,393.09 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER IV
22264 Belew,Kathleen Ann    $67,332.12 UMSYS MOREnet SECURITY ANALYST-EXPERT
22265 Belinger,Kyle Jason    $42,087.48 UMSYS eLearning TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE COOR
22266 Benward,Beth Claudee    $248,389.22 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems VICE PRESIDENT
22267 Berlin,Aaron R    $94,237.25 UMSYS IT Systems Support SR MANAGER IT
22268 Berndt,Harold D    $92,219.40 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng DIR I FINANCE
22269 Betz,Deborah Lynn    $55,239.68 UMSYS eLearning MGR I STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
22270 Beydler,Nicholas S    $130,890.96 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22271 Bibian,Paula Maria    $35,768.22 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE I
22272 Bickel,Barry R    $66,372.64 UMSYS IT Systems Support SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
22273 Bilyeu,Brad Patrick    $47,489.77 UMSYS eLearning PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22274 Black,Jamee M    $58,766.76 UMSYS Benefits HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST SR
22275 Blackwel,Joshua P    $62,121.23 UMSYS UM Informaon & Compung Svc SUPPORT SYSTEMS ADMIN-PRINCPL
22276 Blair,Taylor Leigh    $32,852.59 UMSYS HR Service Center HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22277 Blanton,Sarah H    $68,651.46 UMSYS eLearning SUPPORT SYSTEMS ADMIN-PRINCPL
22278 Blevins,Michele M    $66,337.44 UMSYS General Counsel Office EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT SR
22279 Boley,Adam J    $68,997.12 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-PRINCPL
22280 Books,Heather E    $61,847.20 UMSYS HRIS Department HRIS SPECIALIST-EXPERT
22281 Boos,Lisa C    $57,112.13 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
22282 Bornhop,Jason Wayne    $67,390.42 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22283 Boudinot,Lindsey Morgan    $47,643.24 UMSYS eLearning EDUCATIONAL PGM COOR II
22284 Bouse Jr,Chuck D.    $105,718.80 UMSYS Facilies Planning and Devl ARCHITECT LEAD
22285 Bradley,Memoree Lynn    $75,068.04 UMSYS VP for Finance EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT SR
22286 Brand,Kevin    $55,338.13 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22287 Braunagel,Amy J    $47,073.81 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-ENTRY
22288 Brenner,John M    $62,646.48 UMSYS State Historical Society EDITOR SR
22289 Broils,Dominic Ravon    $51,836.56 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng ACCOUNTANT SR
22290 Brothers,David Mark    $54,688.26 UMSYS MOREnet BUSINESS TECH ANALYST-EXPERT
22291 Brown,Nicholas Gregory    $58,044.18 UMSYS UM Informaon & Compung Svc SYSTEM SUPPORT ANALYST-EXPERT
22292 Bryan,Joseph Turner    $49,699.92 UMSYS MOREnet TECHNICAL TRAINER-SPECLST
22293 Buchanan Lockwood,Kae Elizabeth    $77,385.34 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems PROJECT MANAGER-PRINCPL
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2020-21 Salary Report
UMSYS*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22292 Bryan,Joseph Turner    $49,699.92 UMSYS MOREnet TECHNICAL TRAINER-SPECLST
22293 Buchanan Lockwood,Kae Elizabeth    $77,385.34 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems PROJECT MANAGER-PRINCPL
22294 Bunn,Katharine S    $162,895.16 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22295 Burgan,Lynn Ann    $92,298.54 UMSYS MOREnet DIR I BUSINESS ADMIN
22296 Burhans,Dirk Evere     $5,480.10
UMSYS State Historical Society SECURITY OFFICER
UMSYS State Historical Society CSM ASSOCIATE I
22297 Burton,Samantha Joanne    $35,335.81 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE I
22298 Byers JR,Wiliam L    $120,566.28 UMSYS MOREnet DIRECTOR IT
22299 Campbel,Scheryl K    $36,578.64 UMSYS HR Service Center HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22300 Canlas,Benjamin T    $128,398.37 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DIRECTOR IT
22301 Carlos,Jusn Dean    $31,906.85 UMSYS State Historical Society CSM ASSOCIATE I
22302 Cater,Seth R    $60,516.09 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22303 Cessac,Susan M    $79,387.96 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng FIN AND ACCTG CONSULTANT LEAD
22304 Chaffin Jr,Steven Dale    $50,794.56 UMSYS VP Academic Affairs Office RESEARCH CONSULTANT
22305 Chen,Daqing Ann    $85,402.68 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng FINANCE SYSTEMS SPECIALIST SR
22306 Chen,Julie Zongwei    $75,258.48 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22307 Childs,Angela Jean    $72,764.12 UMSYS General Counsel Office PARALEGAL
22308 Choi,Mun Y.    $705,600.73 UMSYS Presidents Office PRESIDENT
22309 Chrisman,Frances Dawn    $44,114.16 UMSYS eLearning OFFICE SUPPORT ASSOCIATE
22310 Christensen,Cortnee Lee    $35,337.08 UMSYS Intelectual Property Admin OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
22311 Clark,Shannon Brook    $64,281.40 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng FINANCE SYSTEMS SPECIALIST II
22312 Clawson,Janice Chrisne    $35,561.33 UMSYS eLearning STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22313 Cochran,Steve A    $89,029.56 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-PRINCPL
22314 Colins,Monica Watkins    $68,585.88 UMSYS State Historical Society DIR I ADVANCEMENT
22315 Cook,Pamela Sue    $46,146.76 UMSYS HRIS Department HRIS SPECIALIST-SPECIALIST
22316 Copeland,Alison LaRue    $107,684.88 UMSYS Presidents Office ADMINISTRATIVE CONSULTANT SR
22317 Cox,Tara Coleen    $26,717.80 UMSYS HR Service Center TEMPORARY CLERICAL
22318 Coy,Connie L    $79,681.32 UMSYS MOREnet VIDEO COMM ADMIN-PRINCPL
22319 Crone Wilis,Kely R    $89,502.12 UMSYS eLearning PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22320 Cunningham,Beth Pike    $48,574.08 UMSYS State Historical Society STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
22321 Curry,Timothy Michael    $67,013.40 UMSYS MOREnet SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
22322 Daghlas,Asaad Fawzi    $75,038.42 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22323 Daniel,Nancy M    $54,256.92 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM CONSULTANT
22324 Daro,Melissa G    $36,637.17 UMSYS eLearning STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
22325 DeBates,Paula Arlene    $67,113.84 UMSYS Learning & Development HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT SR
22326 DeVore,Vandee Vee    $18,080.25 UMSYS Management Services OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
22327 Dennehy,Mary Lucinda    $36,472.61 UMSYS State Historical Society PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
22328 Denzel,Laura Ann    $60,564.24 UMSYS Rerement HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT SR
22329 Derendinger,Emily Claire    $34,909.16 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22330 Deters,Robin David    $72,603.27 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22331 Diedrich,Mark Alen    $93,665.92 UMSYS Risk & Insurance Mgmt ADMINISTRATIVE CONSULTANT SR
22332 Dinehart,Karlee Rose    $79,695.80 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng FIN AND ACCTG CONSULTANT LEAD
22333 Ditch,Jonas A    $58,998.73 UMSYS IT Systems Support PEOPLESOFT ADMIN-SPECLST
22334 Dodds,Bradley Vernon    $61,465.92 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-EXPERT
22335 Dodson,Monique Ann    $28,999.71 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22336 Donley,Alex J    $43,547.50 UMSYS MOREnet STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE I
22337 Dowd,Karla Ann    $124,216.44 UMSYS Budget & Planning DIR FINANCE-ENTERPRISE
22338 Dudenhoeffer,Patricia G    $79,996.08 UMSYS MOREnet SECURITY ANALYST-PRINCPL
22339 Duncan,Tracy G    $56,675.64 UMSYS MOREnet BUSINESS TECH ANALYST-EXPERT
22340 Dunn JR,Kenneth R    $78,310.43 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22341 Dunn,Sara D    $44,752.68 UMSYS eLearning STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
22342 Dye,Jan Susan    $77,645.01 UMSYS IT Systems Support SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22343 Earlywine,Mahew Aaron    $36,362.81 UMSYS UM Informaon & Compung Svc USER SUPPORT ANALYST-SPECLST
22344 Eddleman,Wiliam Rodney    $19,738.02 UMSYS State Historical Society ASOC DIR RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
22345 Edgar-Wels,Cara Lea    $48,160.92 UMSYS Data Analycs & Compensaon HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT
22346 Elder,Anthony W.    $52,094.28 UMSYS eLearning PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22347 Elebracht,Rita A    $74,758.52 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22348 Elio,Karen Marie    $36,407.16 UMSYS HR Service Center HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22349 Elio,Steven Jeffrey    $87,494.17 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs SR MANAGER IT
22350 Elis,Mark W    $42,787.80 UMSYS Benefits HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT
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2020-21 Salary Report
UMSYS*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22349 Elio,Steven Jeffrey    $87,494.17 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs SR MANAGER IT
22350 Elis,Mark W    $42,787.80 UMSYS Benefits HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT
22351 Emerson,Charlene Hannah    $45,088.23 UMSYS Strategic Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE I
22352 Engel,Elizabeth E    $47,344.25 UMSYS State Historical Society MANUSCRIPT SPECIALIST SR
22353 England,Kenneth D    $56,178.74 UMSYS UM Informaon & Compung Svc SUPPORT SYSTEMS ADMIN-EXPERT
22354 Enlow,Michel Ranae    $76,586.28 UMSYS eLearning TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE MANAGER SR
22355 Erickson,Sonja Lucile    $69,566.10 UMSYS Internal Auding ASOC DIR COMPLIANCE
22356 Erlacker,Chrisna Erin    $48,745.92 UMSYS HRIS Department HRIS SPECIALIST-ENTRY
22357 Essen,Crystal L    $34,733.08 UMSYS Benefits HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22358 Faber,John C    $67,228.80 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-PRINCPL
22359 Fairley,Mark S    $76,916.60 UMSYS MOREnet VIDEO COMM ADMIN-PRINCPL
22360 Falert,Adam C    $44,815.53 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-SPECLST
22361 Felkner,Penny Sue    $75,227.83 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22362 Felts,Kathryn Schmidtke    $130,048.54 UMSYS Presidents Office SR DIRECTOR
22363 Feutz-Harter,Sheryl Ann    $82,475.73 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22364 Fields,Kristen Leigh    $55,170.10 UMSYS Internal Auding COMPLIANCE MANAGER SR
22365 Fischer,Marsha Blakemore    $269,856.51 UMSYS VP Human Resources ASOC VICE PRESIDENT
22366 Fish,Jeremiah Lee    $66,667.36 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22367 Fletcher,Michele Lynn    $71,566.54 UMSYS Risk & Insurance Mgmt SR MGR BUSINESS ADMIN
22368 Floyd,Margaret E    $16,051.03 UMSYS Intelectual Property Admin OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
22369 Foley,Laura Michele    $47,502.76 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER I
22370 Foley,Mark A    $54,028.08 UMSYS Surplus Property MGR I BUSINESS ADMIN
22371 Fouch,Erin Susanne    $56,577.36 UMSYS eLearning EDUCATIONAL PGM COOR II
22372 Fowler,Mary K    $100,149.52 UMSYS eLearning DIRECTOR IT
22373 Fox,Tina R    $51,340.32 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM CONSULTANT
22374 Frantz,Mary M    $43,753.63 UMSYS Benefits HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22375 Friel,Cathryn L    $65,706.60 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER II
22376 Fris,Mary Lou A    $27,993.04 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems TEMPORARY PROFESSIONAL
22377 Fuemmeler,Beverly A.    $36,636.88 UMSYS Rerement HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22378 Fuemmeler,Chris D    $69,879.36 UMSYS MOREnet DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22379 Garre Jr,Arwood    $60,439.68 UMSYS Facilies Planning and Devl PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
22380 Gelman,David    $53,381.28 UMSYS eLearning TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE COOR
22381 George,Chrisna Rose    $43,751.84 UMSYS State Historical Society STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
22382 George,Kevin Randal    $35,922.63 UMSYS State Historical Society MANUSCRIPT SPECIALIST
22383 Gerhard,Brea Cailin    $21,992.16 UMSYS eLearning STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22384 Gibson,Katrina Marie Bagalanon    $38,812.04 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng ACCOUNTANT I
22385 Gilmore,Kevin D    $88,768.00 UMSYS MOREnet SR MANAGER IT
22386 Gilpin,Jodi L    $61,693.20 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-EXPERT
22387 Gilzow,Carla Rachel    $57,756.12 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
22388 Gilzow,Joshua Floyd    $62,229.00 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
22389 Giordano,J Christopher    $76,504.32 UMSYS MOREnet SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22390 Givens JR,James Arthur    $75,673.05 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22391 Goans,Mahew Brant    $53,059.12 UMSYS MOREnet FIN AND ACCTG ANALYST SR
22392 Gochenour,Julie B    $76,829.88 UMSYS Internal Auding ASOC DIR COMPLIANCE
22393 Godsy,Gary M    $67,154.51 UMSYS eLearning TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE COOR
22394 Goggin,Carole Joy    $11,350.58 UMSYS State Historical Society OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT I
22395 Goldberg,Marsha S    $54,754.20 UMSYS MOREnet PRODUCT SUPPORT REP-EXPERT
22396 Goldstein,Emily Schmidt    $61,647.93 UMSYS eLearning SR DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
22397 Goodman,James A    $114,284.16 UMSYS VP Academic Affairs Office EXECUTIVE CONSULTANT
22398 Goodwin,Joan L    $71,872.16 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22399 Gorges,Jeffrey Graham    $54,344.70 UMSYS eLearning TEMPORARY TECHNICAL
22400 Graham,Steven W    $241,697.82 UMSYS VP Academic Affairs Office ASOC VICE PRESIDENT
22401 Grant,Erin Ann    $46,536.93 UMSYS MOREnet PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
22402 Griffith,Jean    $39,633.90 UMSYS eLearning ENROLLMENT ADVISOR
22403 Grothoff,Johanna Rose    $11,788.50 UMSYS State Historical Society SECURITY OFFICER
22404 Gunkel,Mahew Jamison    $197,300.43 UMSYS Presidents Office AST VICE PRESIDENT
22405 Hal,Cindy Leigh Eberng    $78,098.19 UMSYS Presidents Office ADMINISTRATIVE CONSULTANT I
22406 Halsted,Susan Jean    $54,062.40 UMSYS VP Academic Affairs Office PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
22407 Hamadto,Adil     $3,763.20 UMSYS Records Management OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
22408 Hammon,Christopher Caleb     $2,210.40 UMSYS Records Management OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
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2020-21 Salary Report
UMSYS*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22407 H adto,Adil     $3,763.20 UMSYS Rcods Management OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
22408 Hammon,Christopher Caleb     $2,210.40 UMSYS Records Management OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
22409 Hammond,Jacqueline Nicole    $40,735.00 UMSYS Research Parks BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22410 Hansen,Mahew Leo    $84,586.85 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs SR MANAGER IT
22411 Hanson,Stephanie    $56,378.40 UMSYS MOREnet SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-SPECLST
22412 Harding,John Fredric    $57,363.49 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22413 Harmon,Cindy Sue    $96,776.88 UMSYS Secretary Board of Curators ADMINISTRATIVE CONSULTANT SR
22414 Harper,Kimberly D    $43,343.09 UMSYS State Historical Society EDITOR I
22415 Hartman,Nickolas Richard    $35,476.02 UMSYS State Historical Society STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE I
22416 Haskel,Gretchen Edeltraut    $54,506.00 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER I
22417 Hathaway,Andrew M    $38,156.81 UMSYS eLearning RESEARCH SPECIALIST I
22418 Hawk,Phylis W    $46,845.63 UMSYS Secretary Board of Curators OFFICE SUPPORT ASSOCIATE
22419 Hawley,Kurt Joel    $57,233.52 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-EXPERT
22420 Haynes,Dennis J.    $85,624.92 UMSYS Facilies Planning and Devl CSM PROJECT MANAGER
22421 Heath,Jerry Randal    $90,093.36 UMSYS MOREnet SR MANAGER IT
22422 Heinzmann,Whitney    $38,812.49 UMSYS State Historical Society MANUSCRIPT SPECIALIST
22423 Helms,Michele Kay    $55,224.48 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng FIN AND ACCTG CONSULTANT
22424 Henderson,Gage T    $34,872.12 UMSYS MOREnet PRODUCT SUPPORT REP-ENTRY
22425 Henderson,Kayla Diane Meyers    $47,975.13 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM CONSULTANT
22426 Hendren,Tiffany Marie    $47,278.44 UMSYS Recruitment HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT
22427 Henke,Robin M    $39,628.85 UMSYS HR Service Center HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22428 Hess I,Robert Lee    $208,874.59 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22429 Hickman,Chase R    $69,848.70 UMSYS Data Analycs & Compensaon HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT LEAD
22430 Hicks,Cecily Lynn    $70,586.08 UMSYS Presidents Office DEI CONSULTANT SR
22431 Hil,Terry D    $87,515.88 UMSYS MOREnet DB ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22432 Hinkelman,Kirk Lee    $31,608.96 UMSYS eLearning OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
22433 Hirsch,Gerald Lee    $103,531.52 UMSYS State Historical Society DIR RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
22434 Hockenbury,Jon L    $44,536.56 UMSYS eLearning PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
22435 Hoe,Jason M    $49,167.39 UMSYS eLearning PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22436 Hogan,Shawn Michael    $68,224.56 UMSYS Internal Auding COMPLIANCE MANAGER SR
22437 Hogg,Kevin Daniel    $144,233.68 UMSYS Treasury and Real Estate AST VICE PRESIDENT
22438 Holt,Chrisne Jeannee    $200,758.53 UMSYS Presidents Office CHIEF OF STAFF
22439 Hook,Gregory Alan    $29,113.36 UMSYS Procurement Operaons OPERATIONS SUPPORT TECH SR
22440 Horvach,Christopher Travis    $73,085.90 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22441 Hoskins,Philip J    $72,684.00 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22442 Huang,Dan    $58,803.72 UMSYS MOREnet DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-SPECLST
22443 Huffman,David    $75,991.25 UMSYS IT Systems Support DB ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
22444 Hule,Debora    $70,863.20 UMSYS Data Analycs & Compensaon HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT LEAD
22445 Hunter Jr,James Douglas    $82,166.88 UMSYS Employee & Labor Relaons DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPERATIONS
22446 Ibraimi,Arian    $32,628.75 UMSYS VP Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22447 Ingram,Melissa Ann    $72,052.00 UMSYS eLearning SR DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
22448 Jacobson,Jacqueline Rae    $49,321.00 UMSYS HR Service Center HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22449 Jadwin,Wade A.    $50,031.53 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
22450 Jaeger,Georgia Elen    $49,867.20 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-SPECLST
22451 Jarosik,Lisa    $36,534.98 UMSYS HR Service Center HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22452 Jarvis,David Mikulin    $45,628.80 UMSYS HRIS Department HRIS SPECIALIST-ENTRY
22453 Jarvis,Todd Robert    $41,419.40 UMSYS Rerement HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST II
22454 Jasper,Layla Rebecca    $44,721.05 UMSYS Presidents Office DEI SPECIALIST SR
22455 Jenkins,Aaron Garth    $72,597.16 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22456 Jennings,Michael L    $64,745.55 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22457 Jensen,Blake Mahew    $93,858.48 UMSYS Treasury and Real Estate DIR I BUSINESS ADMIN
22458 Johanning,Alen D    $107,324.05 UMSYS Data Analycs & Compensaon DIR I HUMAN RESOURCES
22459 Joley,Laura Robinson    $50,670.12 UMSYS State Historical Society MGR RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
22460 Jones,Casey Alen    $25,615.93 UMSYS Procurement Operaons OPERATIONS SUPPORT TECH I
22461 Jones,Pa  Lea    $53,509.20 UMSYS MOREnet TECHNICAL TRAINER-EXPERT
22462 Jung,Rio Victoria    $37,826.55 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM CONSULTANT
22463 Jungmeyer,Joseph Paul    $47,016.80 UMSYS Records Management BUSINESS SVCS CONSULTANT
22464 Keler,Kirk L    $124,726.30 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems DIRECTOR IT
22465 Kemp,Maureen Y    $36,318.68 UMSYS Procurement Operaons EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
22466 Kempf,Patrick W.    $88,536.69 UMSYS Investments Office DIR I FINANCE
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2020-21 Salary Report
UMSYS*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22465 Kep,Maureen Y    $36,318.68 UMSYS Procuement Operaons EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
22466 Kempf,Patrick W.    $88,536.69 UMSYS Investments Office DIR I FINANCE
22467 Kennedy,Wendy M    $49,861.90 UMSYS eLearning PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
22468 Kera,Suki Lee    $54,880.68 UMSYS HRIS Department HRIS SPECIALIST-SPECIALIST
22469 Kessler,David C    $72,001.68 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-PRINCPL
22470 King,Andrew Kenneth    $62,978.04 UMSYS MOREnet PROJECT MANAGER-PRINCPL
22471 Kitson,Megan Deshay    $36,364.48 UMSYS MOREnet PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
22472 Knapp,Kolin John    $52,484.52 UMSYS Investments Office FIN AND ACCTG ANALYST SR
22473 Knedlik,Lana M    $168,982.57 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22474 Knoerr,Angela Marie    $54,475.60 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER I
22475 Knolmeyer,Edward J    $160,486.12 UMSYS Management Services AST VICE PRESIDENT
22476 Kochuk,Daria    $51,623.76 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER II
22477 Kraus,Erin Marie    $47,638.32 UMSYS State Historical Society MANUSCRIPT SPECIALIST SR
22478 Kremer,Gary R    $194,169.12 UMSYS State Historical Society DIR ST HIST SOCIETY
22479 Kremer-Wright,Garret B.    $38,430.32 UMSYS State Historical Society MANUSCRIPT SPECIALIST
22480 Krikos,Maria Elisavet    $32,447.39 UMSYS Rerement HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22481 Kuschel,Douglas M    $71,786.40 UMSYS Strategic Communicaons DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22482 LaPointe,Elizabeth Haley    $61,405.76 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems PROJECT MANAGER-EXPERT
22483 LaRose,Krisna Lynn    $68,156.70 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22484 Langdon,Jessica Alison    $52,495.24 UMSYS Rerement HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT SR
22485 Lansford,Emily Nichole    $54,699.29 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-SPECLST
22486 Larrick,Lee A    $77,255.16 UMSYS eLearning RESEARCH CONSULTANT I
22487 Lawson,Laura S    $54,360.48 UMSYS Procurement Operaons FINANCE SYSTEMS SPECIALIST II
22488 Layman,John F    $51,586.92 UMSYS Treasury and Real Estate FIN AND ACCTG CONSULTANT
22489 Leigers,Shannon Lynn    $36,963.96 UMSYS Benefits HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST II
22490 Leith,Philip Gerard    $72,019.85 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22491 Lemus Alarcon,Mauro Enrique    $105,731.72 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB ADMINISTRATOR-MASTER
22492 Lessley,Pamela K     $9,171.90 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems PROJECT MANAGER-EXPERT
22493 Leuschke,Erin Elizabeth    $61,936.92 UMSYS Learning & Development HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT SR
22494 Lewis,David Zachry    $18,855.56 UMSYS IT Systems Support STORAGE ADMIN-SPECLST
22495 Lewis,Jodie L    $48,421.27 UMSYS Employee & Labor Relaons HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST II
22496 Li,Xianghuan    $53,025.05 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22497 Li,Zhixuan    $77,503.19 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22498 Lile,Emily Wiggins    $139,423.78 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22499 Liu,Hairong    $72,583.15 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22500 Liu,Ying-Hsiu    $76,443.36 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER II
22501 Loch,Janet L    $55,857.20 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22502 Locke,Anissa B    $49,985.88 UMSYS MOREnet STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
22503 Long,James E    $76,086.72 UMSYS MOREnet SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22504 Long,Leyanna Kaye    $48,742.88 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
22505 Looten,JoAnn Edith    $82,128.92 UMSYS Records Management DIR I BUSINESS ADMIN
22506 Lorentzen,Amanda Merideth    $50,321.66 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
22507 Loucks,Bily Joe    $89,896.30 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs SR MANAGER IT
22508 Lowrance,Joshua Graves    $58,016.96 UMSYS Risk & Insurance Mgmt BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
22509 Loyd,Sherry J    $45,570.91 UMSYS MOREnet EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
22510 Luebbert,Patricia M    $32,294.14 UMSYS State Historical Society MANUSCRIPT SPECIALIST SR
22511 Lundolos,Persephone    $43,877.68 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM CONSULTANT
22512 Lyman,Carissa Jean    $58,724.40 UMSYS Rerement HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER SR
22513 Lynch,Jeremy Lee    $60,830.94 UMSYS Internal Auding COMPLIANCE MANAGER SR
22514 Lyon,M Boden    $56,383.00 UMSYS eLearning TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE COOR
22515 Maguffee,Paul Ray    $210,152.51 UMSYS General Counsel Office DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL
22516 Manley,Daniel Dean    $37,452.43 UMSYS eLearning STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST
22517 Marlin Horst,Kristen Elizabeth    $60,704.64 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng FINANCE SYSTEMS SPECIALIST II
22518 Marn,Robert Earl    $58,287.00 UMSYS MOREnet TECHNICAL TRAINER-PRINCPL
22519 Matney,Staci Leree    $49,952.89 UMSYS MOREnet BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
22520 Maweu,Faith Mwelu    $61,155.12 UMSYS Instuonal Research RESEARCH CONSULTANT I
22521 Mayhan,Maggie E    $49,955.04 UMSYS State Historical Society MGR EVENT MANAGEMENT
22522 Mayoe,Jonathan M    $67,504.46 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22523 McAlister,Richard David    $72,914.88 UMSYS MOREnet VIDEO COMM ADMIN-EXPERT
22524 McCarthy,Peter R    $34,469.00 UMSYS State Historical Society LIBRARY INFORMATION ASSISTANT
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2020-21 Salary Report
UMSYS*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22523 McAlister,Richard David    $72,914.88 UMSYS MOREnet VIDEO COMM ADMIN-EXPERT
22524 McCarthy,Peter R    $34,469.00 UMSYS State Historical Society LIBRARY INFORMATION ASSISTANT
22525 McFarland,Patrick Gene    $46,172.70 UMSYS UM Informaon & Compung Svc SUPPORT SYSTEMS ADMIN-ENTRY
22526 McGaughey,Kimberly D    $68,246.04 UMSYS General Counsel Office PARALEGAL
22527 McGennis,Faydre Lane    $49,672.23 UMSYS eLearning TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE COOR
22528 McGough,Jon Patrick    $135,336.98 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22529 McIntosh,Timothy S    $105,307.08 UMSYS Recruitment DIR I HUMAN RESOURCES
22530 McKinzie,Edward D    $88,367.19 UMSYS IT Systems Support SR MANAGER IT
22531 McMilin,Jennifer Beth    $110,235.36 UMSYS HRIS Department DIR I HUMAN RESOURCES
22532 McNamee,Ian Joseph    $57,567.48 UMSYS eLearning PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22533 McNamee,Mahew    $143,950.84 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22534 McQuiy,Mark C    $35,260.13 UMSYS MOREnet BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22535 Mccleland,Stephanie Alen    $153,776.32 UMSYS eLearning SR DIRECTOR
22536 Meade,Kristen J    $123,135.92 UMSYS Procurement Operaons DIR II BUSINESS ADMIN
22537 Medlock,Alan James    $47,834.69 UMSYS State Historical Society MANUSCRIPT SPECIALIST SR
22538 Mehta,Ravish    $65,934.24 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22539 Melbourne,Lari Hannah    $59,691.18 UMSYS Recruitment HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT
22540 Merriman,Michele Lynn    $79,346.81 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs SR MANAGER IT
22541 Mescher,Kely K    $140,260.10 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22542 Meyerpeter,Ashley Nicole    $29,937.92 UMSYS Rerement HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22543 Minor,Elizabeth Faye    $76,969.06 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22544 Mintner,Paul J    $63,731.76 UMSYS Learning & Development HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT SR
22545 Mitchel,Brad Stewart    $64,919.79 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM CONSULTANT SR
22546 Mitchel,Wil E    $49,259.06 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs SFTWARE SUPPRT ANALYST-EXPERT
22547 Moe,Elizabeth Pekkala    $50,274.14 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng FIN AND ACCTG CONSULTANT
22548 Mohammed,Abdul Bari    $65,158.47 UMSYS IT Systems Support DB ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
22549 Mohlman,Clayton    $69,325.32 UMSYS MOREnet DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22550 Monnig,Sandra M    $50,987.64 UMSYS MOREnet PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
22551 Monsen,Toni Dee    $43,089.34 UMSYS Facilies Planning and Devl BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22552 Moore,Ivan Charles    $83,637.32 UMSYS MOREnet SR MANAGER IT
22553 Moore,Vickie M    $51,785.24 UMSYS Facilies Planning and Devl FIN AND ACCTG CONSULTANT
22554 Moorefield,Mackenzie Jane    $94,404.28 UMSYS Learning & Development DIR I HUMAN RESOURCES
22555 Morris,Adam M    $69,598.18 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22556 Murphy,Ronald Alan    $72,146.52 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22557 Nagel,Terrie R    $74,991.12 UMSYS eLearning AST DIRECTOR
22558 Nazario,Karen Colby    $51,734.40 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER I
22559 Neal,John Franklin    $66,893.60 UMSYS Facilies Planning and Devl ASOC DIR CSM OPERATIONS
22560 Nelson,Elaine I    $44,625.91 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM CONSULTANT
22561 Nelson,Gregory A    $85,959.96 UMSYS HRIS Department HRIS SPECIALIST-PRINCIPAL
22562 Nelson,Tanys Chris Reed    $87,874.40 UMSYS eLearning TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE MANAGER SR
22563 Neuner,Gregory J    $98,071.92 UMSYS Facilies Planning and Devl ENGINEER LEAD
22564 Nicholson,Carrie Sue    $73,539.24 UMSYS VP Academic Affairs Office ADMIN CONSULTANT I
22565 Nicklas,Eric W    $62,391.88 UMSYS MOREnet ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
22566 Niederhelm,Henry F    $130,283.52 UMSYS MOREnet DIRECTOR IT
22567 Nietzel,Debra J    $64,623.60 UMSYS Benefits HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST SR
22568 Niles,Daniel D    $76,704.36 UMSYS MOREnet SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22569 Noble,Joshua    $68,104.42 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-PRINCPL
22570 Noel,Tammy W    $41,116.36 UMSYS HR Service Center HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22571 Oehl,Dusn Hunter    $62,826.48 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng FINANCE SYSTEMS SPECIALIST II
22572 Oliver,Nancy Lynn    $32,715.85 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22573 Oncken,Ehren G    $39,789.96 UMSYS eLearning ACADEMIC ADVISOR
22574 Opie,Jessica Lyn    $117,013.76 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng DIR FINANCE-ENTERPRISE
22575 Osterthun,Stacy Nicole    $55,848.60 UMSYS eLearning EDUCATIONAL PRGM COOR SR
22576 Owens,Stephen James    $438,468.49 UMSYS General Counsel Office GENERAL COUNSEL
22577 Pagano,Mahew James    $39,015.15 UMSYS HRIS Department HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22578 Palipatana,Janpen    $80,318.95 UMSYS IT Systems Support PEOPLESOFT ADMIN-PRINCPL
22579 Palitzsch,Zachary Richard    $27,600.00 UMSYS State Historical Society MANUSCRIPT SPECIALIST
22580 Palmer,Atsuko    $11,071.20 UMSYS State Historical Society TEMPORARY CLERICAL
22581 Palmer,Taylor R    $36,689.94 UMSYS Rerement HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22582 Parris,Mahew Stephen    $91,316.16 UMSYS MOREnet ACCOUNT MANAGER
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2020-21 Salary Report
UMSYS*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22581 Pl r,Taylor R    $36,689.94 UMSYS R rement HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22582 Parris,Mahew Stephen    $91,316.16 UMSYS MOREnet ACCOUNT MANAGER
22583 Parse,Nicholas Shane    $72,559.18 UMSYS IT Systems Support STORAGE ADMIN-PRINCPL
22584 Paon,Jerry Shaun    $48,094.51 UMSYS eLearning DIR I BUSINESS ADMIN
22585 Petree,Mahew    $33,524.32 UMSYS eLearning STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22586 Piranio,Michele M    $192,489.96 UMSYS Internal Auding ASOC VICE PRESIDENT
22587 Piringer,Nancy L    $70,742.88 UMSYS MOREnet ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
22588 Pogue,Tayor James    $24,889.96 UMSYS Procurement Operaons OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
22589 Poole,Joel Alan    $145,552.68 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22590 Porterfield,Michael David    $57,694.32 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER II
22591 Quinn,Jerod Neil    $57,086.80 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER II
22592 Rapp,Ryan    $349,162.92 UMSYS VP for Finance VICE PRESIDENT
22593 Rawat,Gagneesh Gaurav    $84,367.26 UMSYS IT Systems Support PEOPLESOFT ADMIN-PRINCPL
22594 Rebstock,Michael Rex    $43,636.85 UMSYS MOREnet FIN AND ACCTG ANALYST
22595 Reddick,Travis Wayne    $68,043.36 UMSYS MOREnet SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
22596 Redlinger,Anthony Wiliam    $44,018.52 UMSYS Benefits HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT
22597 Reed,Heather Renee    $67,812.76 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS SVCS CONSULTANT SR
22598 Reedy,Lauren Patricia    $19,031.10 UMSYS VP Academic Affairs Office PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
22599 Reid,David H    $106,357.53 UMSYS eLearning SR DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
22600 Reifschneider,Brenda K    $47,803.92 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
22601 Rhode,Ashley A    $51,072.16 UMSYS Presidents Office STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
22602 Rhodes,Sarabeth A    $76,636.96 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22603 Richards,Thomas F    $340,406.01 UMSYS Investments Office ASOC VICE PRESIDENT
22604 Richmond,Heather Deann    $35,876.08 UMSYS State Historical Society MANUSCRIPT SPECIALIST
22605 Ries,Laura Chrisne    $68,210.75 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22606 Rigdon,Charles D    $62,873.79 UMSYS eLearning SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-SPECLST
22607 Riley,John R    $60,434.28 UMSYS MOREnet TECHNICAL TRAINER-PRINCPL
22608 Riley,Renee Valerie    $67,194.68 UMSYS HRIS Department HRIS SPECIALIST-EXPERT
22609 Ringbauer,Sara Elizabeth    $72,824.58 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22610 Rivera Jr,Luis Antonio    $75,591.49 UMSYS IT Systems Support SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22611 Robine,Lori Lynn    $75,432.32 UMSYS General Counsel Office PARALEGAL
22612 Roedel,Thomas O'Brien    $46,740.39 UMSYS eLearning TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE COOR
22613 Rogers,Ashley Marie    $72,539.64 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng ASOC DIR FIN AND ACCTG
22614 Rogers,John D.    $75,619.44 UMSYS IT Systems Support PEOPLESOFT ADMIN-PRINCPL
22615 Rogers,Kyla K    $67,589.76 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS SVCS CONSULTANT SR
22616 Ross,Kely A    $49,380.35 UMSYS eLearning STUDENT RECRUITMENT SPCLST SR
22617 Rost,Sean Brendan    $55,791.12 UMSYS State Historical Society RESEARCH SPECIALIST SR
22618 Rowden,Aubrey Michele    $15,957.37 UMSYS State Historical Society BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22619 Rugen,Lewis L    $78,097.18 UMSYS IT Systems Support SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22620 Sade,Randy J    $64,593.24 UMSYS Instuonal Research RESEARCH CONSULTANT I
22621 Samuels,Pora G    $34,229.63 UMSYS Benefits HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22622 Sanders,Timothy Ray    $24,493.99 UMSYS Treasury and Real Estate FIN AND ACCTG CONSULTANT
22623 Schembre,Laura Alison    $37,520.76 UMSYS MOREnet MEDIA PRODUCER I
22624 Schneider,Chris    $74,821.80 UMSYS MOREnet FIN AND ACCTG MANAGER SR
22625 Schnieders,Dusn Alen    $144,245.79 UMSYS Strategic Communicaons EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
22626 Schrimpf,Krisne Eve    $58,246.56 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
22627 Schultz,Elizabeth Ann    $35,126.40 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22628 Schultz,Veronica Patricia    $94,355.08 UMSYS Employee & Labor Relaons DIR I HUMAN RESOURCES
22629 Schuster Jr,Robert L    $59,970.92 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22630 Schwenker,Benjamin Wiliam    $38,088.36 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE I
22631 Schwenker,Krystal Lynn    $46,593.83 UMSYS eLearning EDUCATIONAL PGM COOR II
22632 Sco,Rexroy Anthony    $65,882.16 UMSYS IT Systems Support DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22633 Sco,Rioa M    $56,159.68 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs TECHNICAL WRITER-PRINCPL
22634 Seale,Kathleen Anne    $49,085.16 UMSYS State Historical Society RESEARCH SPECIALIST SR
22635 Seidel,Karinna Jo    $36,213.84 UMSYS Strategic Communicaons PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR I
22636 Selers,Blake Wiliam    $31,971.46 UMSYS Rerement HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST II
22637 Sels,Drew Jeffery    $52,692.10 UMSYS Rerement HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST II
22638 Seo,Grace Zhou    $63,171.96 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER II
22639 Shao,James E    $56,131.80 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
22640 Shaw,Roxie June Edwards    $53,247.04 UMSYS MOREnet SUPPORT SYSTEMS ADMIN-EXPERT
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Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22639 Shao,James E    $56,131.80 UMSYS Procuement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
22640 Shaw,Roxie June Edwards    $53,247.04 UMSYS MOREnet SUPPORT SYSTEMS ADMIN-EXPERT
22641 Shedd,Stefanie Raquel    $32,621.65 UMSYS eLearning OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
22642 Shinn,Tatyana N.    $48,195.96 UMSYS State Historical Society MGR RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
22643 Shonekan,Tomiwa Solade    $39,627.38 UMSYS HR Service Center HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22644 Shults,Julie Lynn    $61,333.28 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER II
22645 Shumate,Amy Nicole    $55,920.00 UMSYS eLearning EDUCATIONAL PGM COOR II
22646 Silvey,Sarah Davie    $32,606.62 UMSYS eLearning OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
22647 Simmons,Renee L    $62,933.96 UMSYS Data Analycs & Compensaon HUMAN RESOURCES ANALYST LEAD
22648 Slaughter,David Wayne    $66,433.66 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22649 Slaughter,Jack L    $76,368.12 UMSYS MOREnet VIDEO COMM ADMIN-PRINCPL
22650 Slayton,Valerie Mae    $60,607.08 UMSYS Secretary Board of Curators EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT SR
22651 Smith,Antwaun Lewis    $130,749.53 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22652 Smith,Arthur Brian    $66,841.71 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22653 Smith,Connie S    $39,621.83 UMSYS MOREnet CIRCUIT ACTION ANALYST
22654 Snow,Stacy A    $84,822.01 UMSYS eLearning DIR I BUSINESS ADMIN
22655 Spurling,Shannon    $70,078.80 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-PRINCPL
22656 Stack,Joan E    $57,736.20 UMSYS State Historical Society RESEARCH CONSULTANT
22657 Stafford,Amanda Susanne    $58,552.96 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER IV
22658 Stahl,Theodore Franklin    $54,981.72 UMSYS Benefits HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT
22659 Steere,Leonard Andrew    $74,555.37 UMSYS IT Systems Support NETWORK ENGINEER-PRINCPL
22660 Steinhaus,Charles L    $78,724.20 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-PRINCPL
22661 Stephenson,Gloria Edd    $89,029.68 UMSYS MOREnet SR MANAGER IT
22662 Stewart,Morgan Elise    $33,549.02 UMSYS Benefits HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST I
22663 Stock,Jodee Marie    $29,520.92 UMSYS MOREnet CIRCUIT ACTION ANALYST
22664 Stockman,Karmen Sue    $62,774.42 UMSYS Data Analycs & Compensaon HUMAN RESOURCES ANALYST LEAD
22665 Stockton,Brandy M    $68,689.80 UMSYS VP Human Resources EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT SR
22666 Stout,Karen Jane    $56,541.53 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22667 Strong,Andrea Michele    $37,114.94 UMSYS eLearning SR DIR PROGRAM/PROJECT OPS
22668 Sulivan,Jeanne M    $63,891.64 UMSYS MOREnet ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
22669 Swaim,Amanda Michele    $34,238.72 UMSYS eLearning OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
22670 Swartz,Zachary Christopher    $51,694.44 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-SPECLST
22671 Sweeney,Michael S    $49,059.88 UMSYS State Historical Society RESEARCH SPECIALIST SR
22672 Tao,Xi    $70,395.60 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22673 Tapia,Niko Antonio    $27,192.07 UMSYS eLearning STUDENT SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22674 Tarin,Lucero Stephanie    $43,437.37 UMSYS General Counsel Office OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT IV
22675 Tate-Kuhler,Denise Irene    $64,038.88 UMSYS MOREnet ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
22676 Teeter,Alex Kay    $35,723.48 UMSYS MOREnet BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST SR
22677 Thompson,Greig    $33,060.18 UMSYS State Historical Society MUSEUM PARAPROFESSIONAL SR
22678 Thompson,Jami Denise    $68,266.80 UMSYS Instuonal Research BUSINESS SVCS CONSULTANT SR
22679 Thompson,Ronald D    $69,451.88 UMSYS Instuonal Research RESEARCH CONSULTANT I
22680 Thurnau,Dawn Louise    $77,608.64 UMSYS MOREnet SR MGR EXTERNAL RELATIONS
22681 Til,Debra E    $75,481.12 UMSYS Internal Auding ASOC DIR COMPLIANCE
22682 Tipton,Chrisna Dawn    $61,255.44 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM CONSULTANT
22683 Toelner,Ann Lohman    $107,935.80 UMSYS Treasury and Real Estate DIR I FINANCE
22684 Tratchel,Jason    $74,086.77 UMSYS IT Systems Support SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22685 Turner,Lindsey Raye Gentry    $56,889.96 UMSYS VP Academic Affairs Office PROGRAM/PROJECT SUPPRT COOR SR
22686 Tule,Isaac D    $57,793.64 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22687 Twenter,Heidi Michele    $64,926.40 UMSYS Budget & Planning FIN AND ACCTG ANALYST LEAD
22688 Tyner,Victoria B    $66,725.02 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22689 Valenne,Linda H    $44,748.56 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22690 Van Zandt,Mark Alan    $133,004.69 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22691 Vanhove,Gregory A    $79,351.74 UMSYS IT Systems Support SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22692 Vaughn,Michael Todd    $65,667.62 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22693 Velema,Travis J    $28,322.49 UMSYS Procurement Operaons OPERATIONS SUPPORT TECH SR
22694 Vest,Teresa L    $88,882.44 UMSYS Procurement Operaons SR ASOC DIR BUSINESS ADMIN
22695 Vogelweid,Eric J    $183,187.96 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng AST VICE PRESIDENT
22696 Vole,Deana Gayle    $47,471.28 UMSYS VP Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT
22697 Wahl,James J    $72,548.44 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22698 Waibel,Janet A    $94,657.62 UMSYS Presidents Office EXEC AST TO THE GEN OFFICR
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2020-21 Salary Report
UMSYS*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
Idx Name W2 Box5¹Business Unit Department Jobtle Salary Rate²22697 W hl,James J    $72,548.44 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22698 Waibel,Janet A    $94,657.62 UMSYS Presidents Office EXEC AST TO THE GEN OFFICR
22699 Wal,Rebecca Pauline    $47,666.52 UMSYS MOREnet PRODUCT SUPPORT REP-EXPERT
22700 Wala,Joseph Arthur    $67,008.49 UMSYS IT Systems Support SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR-EXPERT
22701 Walace,Andrew Oliver    $44,808.94 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE I
22702 Walsh,Kevin Raymond    $30,208.63 UMSYS State Historical Society SECURITY OFFICER SR
22703 Walton,Lindsay Nicole    $40,498.98 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng FINANCE SYSTEMS SPECIALIST I
22704 Waltz,Wende S    $69,890.34 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22705 Wampler,Melissa Nicole    $48,940.80 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE SR
22706 Warner,Kaitlin Eileen    $48,451.92 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM CONSULTANT
22707 Waters,Amy L    $46,867.68 UMSYS State Historical Society MANUSCRIPT SPECIALIST SR
22708 Weaver,Holy Marie    $57,253.68 UMSYS HRIS Department HRIS SPECIALIST-SPECIALIST
22709 Weed,Adam L    $69,328.60 UMSYS MOREnet DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22710 Welch,Jacques Robert    $45,459.98 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-ENTRY
22711 Whalen,Melissa S    $75,981.64 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22712 Wheeling,Gregory Dean    $68,824.92 UMSYS MOREnet ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
22713 Whelan,Joseph E    $36,667.52 UMSYS Financial Planning Accounng FIN AND ACCTG SPECIALIST
22714 Whitaker,Dakoda James    $35,968.92 UMSYS eLearning SYSTEM SUPPORT ANALYST-ENTRY
22715 White,Melissa B    $66,745.08 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-EXPERT
22716 Whitley,Trent    $34,113.54 UMSYS MOREnet GEO INFO SYSTEM TECH
22717 Whorton,Sarah    $53,806.38 UMSYS eLearning STRAT COMM CONSULTANT
22718 Wiedermann,Anna Maria    $68,880.72 UMSYS Recruitment HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTNT SR
22719 Wiemann,Kely Joann    $87,096.32 UMSYS Strategic Communicaons DIR I STRAT COMMUNICATIONS
22720 Wild,Steven Roy    $133,360.63 UMSYS General Counsel Office COUNSEL
22721 Wilke,Kristen M    $53,662.40 UMSYS eLearning STUDENT SERVICE COOR SR
22722 Wilkerson,Misty Larae    $57,093.00 UMSYS HR Service Center HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER SR
22723 Wiliams,Gary Michael    $67,036.68 UMSYS MOREnet VIDEO COMM ADMIN-PRINCPL
22724 Wiliams,Kana R    $34,152.48 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALIST I
22725 Wilis,Stephanie Marie    $61,511.52 UMSYS Presidents Office STRAT COMM CONSULTANT SR
22726 Wilmarth,Paul    $49,161.64 UMSYS eLearning TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE COOR
22727 Wilson Berg,Ashley Kay    $61,039.08 UMSYS Presidents Office ADMIN CONSULTANT I
22728 Wilson,Andrew Nathaniel    $22,735.57 UMSYS Records Management OFFICE SUPPORT ASSISTANT II
22729 Wilson,Carol Rae    $100,604.64 UMSYS Benefits DIR I HUMAN RESOURCES
22730 Wilson,Guy Christopher    $65,649.60 UMSYS eLearning TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE COOR
22731 Wilson,Wiliam Brent    $79,533.84 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-PRINCPL
22732 Wingo,Krisan Mahias    $49,612.20 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER I
22733 Wisdom,Michele Marie    $112,889.76 UMSYS Internal Auding DIR, COMPLIANCE
22734 Wise,Pa  A    $58,370.20 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-EXPERT
22735 Wing,Nicole R    $129,179.29 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems DIR II BUSINESS ADMIN
22736 Wolfe,Robert Mahew    $52,236.54 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-SPECLST
22737 Wood,Jil Hermsen    $136,884.48 UMSYS VP Academic Affairs Office DIR I RESEARCH OPS AND PLNG
22738 Wood,Marcel Renee    $67,186.99 UMSYS VP Informaon Systems PROJECT MANAGER-PRINCPL
22739 Woods,Christopher Stephen Gene    $68,306.34 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22740 Woods,John Paul    $66,102.00 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-EXPERT
22741 Wren,Danna    $125,594.66 UMSYS eLearning DIR II BUSINESS ADMIN
22742 Wright,Elena Victoria    $71,875.71 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB ADMINISTRATOR-PRINCPL
22743 Wright,Eric Nathanael    $48,379.79 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-SPECLST
22744 Wrisinger,Carli    $52,648.08 UMSYS Strategic Communicaons STRAT COMM ASSOCIATE SR
22745 Xie,Jingrong    $49,765.05 UMSYS eLearning INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER I
22746 Xu,Michele    $44,717.12 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs SFTWARE SUPPRT ANALYST-SPECLST
22747 Yaeger,Christopher Charles    $52,479.36 UMSYS MOREnet PRODUCT SUPPORT REP-EXPERT
22748 Ye,Zhijian    $86,391.68 UMSYS Budget & Planning FIN AND ACCTG ANALYST LEAD
22749 Yerrapu,Suresh R    $70,531.03 UMSYS Admin Info Technology Svcs DB PROGRAMMER ANALYST-PRINCPL
22750 Young,Krista S    $45,073.20 UMSYS Procurement Operaons FINANCE SYSTEMS SPECIALIST I
22751 Young,Tyler Mahew    $50,028.70 UMSYS MOREnet NETWORK ENGINEER-SPECLST
22752 Zoeler,Lori A.    $36,079.72 UMSYS Procurement Operaons BUSINESS OPS ASSOCIATE I
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2020-21 Salary Report
UMSYS*
¹ W2 Box 5 (i.e. gross yearly pay less pretax deducons) for calendar year 2020.
² Base salary rate on 01-NOV-2020 (hourly/annual).
* Report organized by Business Unit (Campus) of the faculty/staff member's primary appointment where mulple exist.
  Excludes student class appointments, spend recipient tles, faculty/staff appointments on unpaid leave or transion assistance.
  UM Census & W2 data puled 04-FEB-2021.
